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EICHLER-SHIMURA RELATIONS FOR SHIMURA VARIETIES OF HODGE
TYPE
SI YING LEE
Abstract. We show Eicher-Shimura relations for Shimura varieties of Hodge type with hy-
perspecial level structure, proving a conjecture of Blasius and Rogawski in this case. A key
ingredient is the study of Harder-Narasimhan filtrations on various categories, as constructed
by Fargues. This gives us refined information about the image of the reduction map of p-divisible
groups. Combined with results about the irreducible components of affine Deligne-Lusztig vari-
eties, this allows us to better understand the action of the local Hecke algebra on mod p points
of the Shimura variety.
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1. Introduction
The classical Eichler-Shimura relation for modular curves relates the Frobenius (Frob) and
Verschebung (Ver) correspondences with the Hecke correspondence Tp over the special fiber of
the modular curve, in the following well known way:
Tp = Frob + Ver.
Rearranging terms, we see that this implies that Frob is a root of the polynomial
x2 − Tpx+ p〈p〉.
In [BR94], Blasius and Rogawski conjectured a generalization of this result for arbitrary Shimura
varieties Sh(G,X) with good reduction. Let G be a connected reductive group over Q, and let
(G,X) be a Shimura datum. Fix a prime p > 2. Let E be the reflex field of the Shimura
datum, and v a prime of E above p. Let OE,v be the ring of integers of the completion Ev of E.
We assume the Shimura datum has good reduction at p, so G has a reductive model GZp over
Zp. We let Kp = GZp(Zp) be the hyperspecial subgroup of GQp . We choose some sufficiently
small level structure Kp, and let K := KpK
p. X defines a conjugacy class of cocharacters over
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Ev, and we choose a representative µ which is dominant with respect to some choice of Borel
subgroup and maximal torus.
Blasius and Rogawski defined the Hecke polynomial HG,X , as a renormalized characteristic
polynomial of the irreducible representation of G with highest weight µ. This is a polynomial
with coefficients in the local Hecke algebra H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q). Blasius and Rogawski then
conjectured the following generalization of the Eichler-Shimura relation.
Conjecture 1.1. Consider the Gal(Q/E)-module V = H ie´t(ShK(G,X)E¯ ,Ql) for some prime
l 6= p. Let Frob be the geometric Frobenius at v. Then we have
HG,X(Frob|V ) = 0.
We remark here that Blasius and Rogawski actually conjectured this result for the intersection
cohomology of the Baily-Borel compactification of ShK(G,X), but we use this formulation in
line with earlier work ([FC90],[B0¨2],[Kos14], etc.) on the conjecture. In this paper, we prove the
congruence relation on the level of algebraic correspondences, which also implies the analogous
theorem for cohomology with compact support and intersection cohomology (see Section 7.3 for
more details).
The main theorem of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Conjecture 1.1 holds if (G,X) is of Hodge type.
In [FC90], Chai and Faltings verified Conjecture 1.1 for Siegel modular varieties by refor-
mulating the conjecture in terms of algebraic cycles. They considered p − Isog, the moduli
stack of p-power isogenies between points on SK(GSp(2n),H
±), the canonical integral model
of ShK(GSp(2n),H
±) over Z(p). This is an algebraic stack over Z(p), but by imposing sufficient
level structure, p− Isog is a scheme locally of finite type.
For Shimura varieties of Hodge type, following the work of Kisin (c.f. [Kis10]), for the Shimura
variety ShK(G,X) over E we have a canonical integral model SK(G,X) over OE,(v). Thus, we
can similarly define a moduli stack p− Isog of p-quasi-isogenies (with extra conditions) between
points on SK(G,X).
Let κ denote the residue field of Ev, and n be the degree [κ : Fp]. For a scheme S over
OE,(v), let Q[p − Isog ⊗ S] be the algebra of top dimensional irreducible components of the
moduli stack p − Isog ⊗ S, with multiplication given by composition of isogenies. Generalizing
the constructions of Chai and Faltings, we have a map
h : H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q)→ Q[p− Isog ⊗Qp].
Composing with the specialisation of cycles map gives a map, which we also denote by h,
h : H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q)→ Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ].
In this paper, we prove the following result, which implies Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.3. Let (G,X) be a Shimura datum of Hodge type. Consider the polynomial HG,X,
viewed as a polynomial with coefficients inside Q[p − Isog⊗κ] via the morphism h. Then the
element Frob lies in the center of this ring and the following relation holds in Q[p− Isog⊗κ]:
HG,X(Frob) = 0,
where Frob ∈ Q[p− Isog⊗κ] is the Frobenius section, i.e. the formal sum of irreducible compo-
nents of p− Isog⊗κ consisting of isogenies which are the relative Frobenius morphism.
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Other than the case of Siegel modular varieties, where the conjecture was proved by Chai and
Faltings, this conjecture was previously only known in several other special cases. Bue¨ltel proved
this conjecture when the Shimura variety satisfies a no vertical components (NVC) condition,
while Wedhorn [Wed00] verified this conjecture in the case where the Shimura variety is of PEL
type and the group G is split over Qp. The case of the unitary Shimura variety with signature
(1, n − 1) was verified in [BW06] (even n) and [Kos14] (odd n). More recently, [Li18] provided
a proof for the Shimura variety attached to the spinor similitude group GSpin(2, n) for any n,
using a method similar to the methods of [BW06] and [Kos14].
We now give a brief outline of the method of our proof. We first recall the proof of µ-
ordinary congruence relation - i.e. if we let HG,X(Frob)
ord be the restriction of HG,X(Frob) to
the µ-ordinary locus, then we have
(1.4) HG,X(Frob)
ord = 0.
This result is known from the work of [Moo04] (PEL type) and [Hon17] (Hodge type). The key
construction needed here is the following algebra homomorphism which is compatible with h
h¯ : H(Mµ¯(Qp)//Mµ¯,c,Q)→ Q[p− Isog
ord ⊗ κ]
where Mµ¯ is the centralizer of µ¯ =
1
n
∑n
i=1 σ
i(µ), p − Isogord ⊗ κ is the µ-ordinary locus of
p− Isog ⊗ κ. We briefly recall these results in (6.2.4) - (6.2.9).
If p − Isog ⊗ κ has a dense µ-ordinary locus, then the previous result would imply the main
theorem. However, the well known example of Stamm (c.f. [Sta97]) implies that such a property
does not hold in general. To understand the irreducible components of p− Isog⊗κ lying outside
the µ-ordinary locus, we first introduce a stratification on p− Isog ⊗ κ indexed by σ-conjugacy
classes B(G), similar to the Newton stratification of the special fiber of SK(G,X). For any
top-dimensional irreducible component C of p − Isog ⊗ κ, let C [b] be the subscheme of points
corresponding to isogenies between p-divisible groups with σ-conjugacy class [b]. If C [b] is dense
in C, we say C is [b]-dense.
We consider now the set A of all [b] ∈ B(G) such that there exists some top-dimensional
irreducible component C of p − Isog ⊗ κ which is [b]-dense. It turns out that such [b] must be
unramified, a condition we elaborate upon below.
Given any D ∈ Q[p− Isog⊗ κ] and any [b] ∈ A, we define res[b](D) to be the sum of [b]-dense
irreducible components in D. Clearly, res[b](D) = 0 for all [b] ∈ A implies D = 0.
We now fix some [b] ∈ A. We want to show that
(1.5) res[b](HG,X(Frob)) = 0.
Observe that from (1.4), by taking closure, this holds for the µ-ordinary element [b].
We will show (1.5) in two steps. We first show that res[b](HG,X(Frob)) can be factorized as
(1.6) res[b](HG,X(Frob)) = H[b](Frob) · P (Frob)
for some polynomials H[b](x), P (x) ∈ Q[p− Isog⊗ κ][x], and such that P (Frob) is [b]-dense. We
then show that for any top-dimensional irreducible component C ⊂ p− Isog⊗ κ such that C is
[b]-dense, we have
(1.7) H[b](Frob) · C = 0.
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To define the polynomial H[b](x) in (1.6), we first consider a polynomial H
′
[b](x) with coeffi-
cients in the larger Hecke algebra H(M(Qp)//Mc,Q), whereM :=Mν[b] is the centralizer of ν[b],
the Newton cocharacter of [b]. Note that elements in H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q) can be viewed as ele-
ments in H(M(Qp)//Mc,Q) via the twisted Satake homomorphism S˙
G
M (see 2.2.2 for definition).
H ′[b](x) is of the form
(1.8) H ′[b](x) = x
i − pj1sν[b](p)Mc
for some positive integers i, j and s (all depending on [b]). Moreover, H ′[b](x) is a factor of
HG,X(x), where the latter polynomial is viewed as one in H(M(Qp)//Mc,Q)[x] via S˙
G
M . We let
H[b](x) be the closure of h¯(H
′
[b](x)) ∈ Q[p− Isog
ord ⊗ κ][x]. Observe that we thus have
(1.9) H[b](Frob) = Frob
i − pjD,
where D is the closure of h¯(1sν[b](p)Mc). Roughly speaking, D is the subscheme of p − Isog ⊗ κ
consisting of all possible mod p reductions of quasi-isogenies given in characteristic zero by
sν[b](p).
The main difficulty here is to show that H[b](Frob) is indeed a factor of res
[b](HG,X(Frob)),
since H ′[b](x) is not defined in H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q). To show this, we first have to consider an
auxillary polynomial H ′′[b](x) in H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q)[x] which is, roughly, the product of Weyl
conjugates of H ′[b](x). H
′′
[b](Frob) will also be a factor of HG,X(Frob). Let
res[b](H ′′[b](Frob)) :=
∑
[b′][b]
res[b
′](H ′′[b](Frob)).
We show that the µ-ordinary locus is dense in res[b](H ′′[b](Frob)). Knowing this, it will be
straightforward to show that H[b](Frob) is a factor of res
[b](H ′′[b](Frob)), and by extension,
res[b](HG,X(Frob)).
The density of the µ-ordinary locus in res[b](H ′′[b](Frob)) follows from the fact that the Hecke
correspondences mod p appearing in the coefficients of H ′′[b](x) are finite over an open subset of
SK(G,X)κ, and hence by dimension counting cannot possibly be [b
′]-dense for any [b′] which
is not µ-ordinary. Showing this requires a technical result (Theorem 4.6.3) characterizing the
mod p reduction of isogenies in characteristic zero. A key ingredient in its proof is the Harder-
Narasimhan filtration on the isogeny category of p-divisible groups, as constructed by Fargues
in [Far19].
To show (1.7), we will show that for any C which is [b]-dense, if we ignore multiplicity and
simply consider the underlying closed subschemes, Frobi · C = D · C. Since points on D are
the reduction mod p of quasi-isogenies given by sν[b](p), it turns out to be sufficient to show
that for a fixed p-divisible group G /F¯p, the i-th power of Frobenius and the mod p reduction of
the quasi-isogeny given by sν[b](p) lie in the same irreducible component of the associated affine
Deligne-Lusztig variety (ADLV). We prove this by utilizing the explicit description of the set of
irreducible components of ADLVs associated to unramified [b], as shown by Xiao and Zhu (c.f.
[XZ17, §4]). Here, we adopt the definition of Xiao-Zhu and define an unramified σ-conjugacy
class [b] as one which posseses a representative in some (fixed) Cartan subgroup of G, see (4.4)
for equivalent definitions.
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Previously, many results about the conjecture, such as those in [B0¨2, BW06, Wed00], centered
on the µ-ordinary locus, and proved the conjecture for various Shimura varieties by showing that
p − Isog ⊗ κ was µ-ordinary-dense. In [Wed00], it is shown that this density result holds if the
Shimura variety is of PEL type and the group G is split over Qp; an almost analogous density
result for Hodge type Shimura varieties associated to split groups holds true as well, see Remark
6.2.15.
Extending beyond the µ-ordinary locus was previously only done for the cases considered in
[Kos14] and [Li18]; one gets their arguments by specializing the proof above to the unitary and
spin Shimura varieties considered there. The cases they considered allow for a simplification
of the argument - in both cases there are only two unramified classes, namely the µ-ordinary
and supersingular class. If [b] is supersingular, the construction of the factor H[b](Frob) is
straightforward, since we have H ′[b](x) ∈ H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q)[x]. In general, however, showing
that H[b](Frob) is a factor is considerably more difficult. Additionally, Koskivirta and Li used
the more specific results of Vollard-Wedhorn (c.f. [VW11]) and Howard-Pappas (c.f. [HP17])
respectively about the structure of the supersingular locus; here, to show the necessary result
about irreducible components, we apply the results of [XZ17].
We now describe the structure of this article. Section 2 contains all the necessary results
about the Hecke polynomial, including the factors which we need to construct H ′′[b](Frob) and
H[b](Frob).
Section 3 contains the main technical results about p-divisible groups with G-structure, and
we describe Fargues’ constructions of a Harder-Narasimhan filtration on various categories. We
define a technical condition (∗), and apply the results of [Cor19] to show that under (∗), the slope
filtration is equal to the Harder-Narasimhan filtration for weakly admissible filtered ϕ-modules.
In Section 4, we recall results of [HV18] and [XZ17] about the irreducible components of
ADLVs, and reduction of isogenies mod p. We also show that the irreducible components of the
ADLV are invariant under σm for large enough m, and Theorem 4.6.3 refining the image of the
reduction map of p-divisible groups under condition (∗).
In Section 5, we recall the results of [Kis10] on the construction of integral models of Hodge
type Shimura varieties, as well as results about Newton strata. We also recall the results in
[Kis17] about mod p isogenies, and special point liftings (up to isogeny) of points inSKp(G,X)(Fp).
Subsequently, in Section 6, we define the moduli space of p-quasi-isogenies p − Isog, define
the stratification of the special fiber p − Isog ⊗ κ by [b] ∈ B(G, υ), and prove results about the
dimensions of various strata. We also recall the proof of the µ-ordinary congruence relation.
Finally, in Section 7, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank my advisor, Mark Kisin, for suggesting this problem
to me, and for his constant encouragement and advice. Many thanks also to Oliver Bu¨ltel, Liang
Xiao and Rong Zhou for helpful conversations about this project.
2. The Hecke Polynomial HG,X(x)
In this section, we recall results of Blasius and Rogawski [BR94] and Wedhorn [Wed00] about
the construction and properties of the Hecke polynomial.
2.1. Preliminaries and Definition. Let G be a connected algebraic group that is unramified
over Qp, i.e. quasi-split over Qp and split over an unramified extension. Equivalently, the base
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change GQp has a reductive model GZp over Zp. Let Kp = GZp(Zp); this is a hyperspecial
subgroup of G(Qp).
Fix a pair (T,B) where T is a maximal torus of G and B is a Borel subgroup of G containing
T . Let ∆ be the choice of simple roots of G defined by (T,B). T contains a unique maximal
subtorus which is split over Qp, which we denote by S. Let Ω denote the Weyl group NG(T )/T ,
where NG(T ) is the normalizer in G of T . Let ρ be the half-sum of positive roots of G.
Let Gˆ denote the dual of G, which is an algebraic group defined over C. Let Tˆ denote the
dual torus of T , and fix a Borel subgroup Bˆ of Gˆ containing Tˆ . Moreover, we fix a splitting
(Tˆ , Bˆ, (Xαˆ)αˆ) of Gˆ, where for each simple root αˆ of Gˆ, Xαˆ is an αˆ-root vector in Lie(Gˆ).
Let Γnr = Gal(Qurp /Qp), where Q
ur
p is the maximal unramified extension of Qp. We let σ
denote the geometric Frobenius in Γnr. Γnr acts on the root datum of G (and hence the root
datum of Gˆ). This action fixes the splitting (Tˆ , Bˆ, (Xαˆ)αˆ), and hence induces an action of Γ
nr
on Gˆ.
Define the L-group of G, denoted by LG, as the semidirect product of Γnr and Gˆ, such that
Γnr acts on Gˆ via the action described above. Note that LG depends on the choice of splitting,
but the L-groups obtained from different splittings are isomorphic.
2.1.1. For any groups H1 ⊂ H2, and any Z-algebra A, let H(H2//H1, A) denote the Hecke al-
gebra of locally constant H1 bi-invariant A-valued functions. If A = Q, for notational simplicity,
we will simply write H(H2//H1) for H(H2//H1,Q).
Recall that we have the Cartan decomposition
G(Qp) =
∐
λ∈X∗(S)+
Kpp
λKp,
where X∗(S)
+ consists of cocharacters of S which are dominant with respect to (T,B). Hence,
H(G(Qp)//K,C) is generated by indicator functions of the form 1KpgKp , for some g ∈ G(Qp).
2.1.2. Let X be any G(R)-conjugacy class of morphisms h : S→ GC such that (G,X) forms a
Shimura datum, with reflex field E. In this section, we do not assume the Shimura datum is of
Hodge type unless specifically mentioned.
Any such morphism h defines a cocharacter µh, defined over complex points as follows:
µh,C : C
× →֒ C× × C×
h
−→ G(C)
z 7→ (z, 1).
Note that the conjugacy class of µh is defined over Ev, where v is a prime of E above p, and in
particular we can choose a representative cocharacter µ : Gm → G that is defined over Ev, and
dominant with respect to the choice of (T,B). Note that Ev must be an unramified extension
of Qp, since G is unramified over Qp. Moreover, µ must be minuscule.
Let λ be the unique Weyl conjugate of µ−1 which is dominant with respect to (T,B). There
exists a unique representation
r : LG→ GL(V )
such that
(a) The restriction of r to Gˆ is irreducible with highest weight λˆ
(b) The subgroup Γnr acts trivially on the highest weight space.
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Define the polynomial
HG,X(x) = det(x− p
dnr(σ ⋉ gˆ)n),
where gˆ is any element in Gˆ(C), d = 〈ρ, λ〉, σ ∈ Γnr is the geometric Frobenius and [Ev : Qp] = n.
Remark 2.1.3. Note that this definition is different from the one given in [BR94], where the Hecke
polynomial is defined to be the characteristic polynomial of the highest weight representation
associated to µ, instead of µ−1. We believe that this is the correct polynomial to take, because
it is consistent with the reciprocity law on points. See also the remarks in [Nek18, A4] correcting
[Wed00, Sec. 2].
2.2. Coefficients of HG,X(x). Write
HG,X(x) =
∑
Aix
i.
As defined, all the Ai’s are functions on Gˆ(C). Observe that each Ai is invariant under σ-
conjugacy because σ-conjugation on Gˆ is normal conjugation by Gˆ(C) in LG, hence σ-conjugating
gˆ by any element of Gˆ(C) preserves the determinant. Let Φnr(G) be the set of semisimple σ-
conjugacy classes of elements of Gˆ(C). These Ai’s then descend to functions on Φnr(G), which
we also denote by Ai.
Let Sˆ denote the subtorus of Tˆ which is dual to S. From [Bor79, 6.4] we see that we have
a bijection between Sˆ(C)/Ω(Qp) and Φnr(G), hence we can identify functions on Φnr(G) with
functions on Sˆ(C)/Ω(Qp). Such functions are given by elements of C[X∗(S)]
Ω(Qp). Moreover,
we also have an isomorphism between C[X∗(S)] and the Hecke algebra H(T (Qp)//Tc,C) where
Tc = T (Qp) ∩Kp is a maximal compact subgroup of T (Qp). This isomorphism is given via the
map
ν 7→ hν := 1pνTc ,
where 1pνTc is the indicator function supported on the subset p
νTc.
Hence, we see that Ai’s are elements of H(T (Qp)//Tc,C) that are fixed under the action of
Ω(Qp). By the Satake isomorphism, we see that Ai’s are elements of H(G(Qp)//Kp,C).
In fact, the following result of Wedhorn (c.f. [Wed00, 2.4]) shows that the Ai’s are Q-linear
combinations of the functions hλ.
Theorem 2.2.1. HG,X(x) is a polynomial with coefficients in H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q).
2.2.2. Let P = MN be any standard parabolic subgroup of G with respect to (T,B), where
M is a standard Levi subgroup, and N is the unipotent radical of P . Let Mc = M(Qp) ∩Kp;
this is a hyperspecial subgroup of M(Qp). We can define a map
S˙GM : H(G(Qp)//Kp,C)→H(M(Qp)//Mc,C)
by mapping f ∈ H(G(Qp)//Kp,C) to the function on M(Qp) taking
m 7→
∫
N(Qp)
f(mn)dn.
We call this map the twisted Satake homomorphism. This is a homomorphism of C-algebras
because the Iwasawa decomposition G = PKp induces a decomposition of measures dg = dpdk.
Moreover, since the image of a Q-valued function is also clearly Q-valued, we see that S˙GM maps
H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q) to H(M(Qp)//Mc,Q).
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We can relate the classical Satake isomorphism with the map S˙GT . In fact, let S
G
T denote the
usual Satake isomorphism. Then SGT = α ◦ S˙
G
T , where α : C[X∗(S)]→ C[X∗(S)] is given by
α(ν) = p−2〈ρ,ν〉ν
for all ν in X∗(S).
Similar to the usual Satake isomorphism, there is an isomorphism between H(G(Qp)//Kp,C)
and the subalgebra H(T (Qp)//Tc,C)
(Ω(Qp),•) induced by S˙GT . Here, the Weyl group acts via the
“dot action”, instead of the usual action, give by
(w • φ)(t) = δ(t)1/2δ(w−1t)−1/2φ(w−1t),
where δ1/2 is given by δ1/2 = |ρ|. In particular, we see that S˙GM is injective, since S˙
G
T = S˙
M
T ◦ S˙
G
M
is injective.
2.3. Factors of HG,X(x). We want to understand the factors of the Hecke polynomial. Let
λ˜ := NmEv/Qpλ = λσ(λ) . . . σ
n−1(λ).
This is a cocharacter defined over Qp. Let Mλ˜ denote the centralizer of λ˜, then Mλ˜ is a stan-
dard Levi subgroup of G, and the results of the previous section apply. Via the homomorphism
S˙GM
λ˜
, we have the following proposition, which is a restatement of a result of Bu¨ltel (c.f. [B0¨2,
3.4])
Proposition 2.3.1. Viewed as a polynomial with coefficients in H(Mλ˜(Qp)//Mλ˜,c,Q) via S˙
G
M
λ˜
,
HG,X(x) has a factor of the form
(2.3.2) x− 1
pλ˜M
λ˜,c
.
This result can be generalized, and we want to determine other factors of HG,X(x). Recall that
from the discussion in Section 2.2 we can also view HG,X(x) as a polynomial with coefficients in
Q[X∗(S)]. In order to determine these coefficients, we need to understand how the representation
r defined in (2.1.2) acts on Tˆ .
Consider LT = Γnr⋉ Tˆ as a subgroup of LG = Γnr⋉ Gˆ. The restriction of the representation
r to Tˆ defines a grading V = ⊕λ∈X∗(Tˆ )Vλ. We define rT :
LT → GL(V ), the twisted restriction
of r, as
(2.3.3) rT (σ ⋉ 1) = r(σ ⋉ 1)
(2.3.4) rT (1⋉ tˆ)xν = p
−〈ρ,ν〉ν(tˆ)xν
for xν ∈ Vν , tˆ ∈ Tˆ . Consider the characteristic polynomial
ZrT (x) = det(x− p
dnrT (σ ⋉ tˆ)
n).
Since σ-conjugation of tˆ preserves ZrT (x), we see that a consideration similar to Section 2.2
implies that ZrT (x) has coefficients lying in H(T (Qp)//Tc,C). Moreover, we also have
S˙GT (HG,X(x)) = ZrT (x).
The following lemma [Wed00, Prop 2.7] gives an explicit description of rT .
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Lemma 2.3.5. The twisted restriction rT of r to
LT is isomorphic to a direct sum⊕
ν∈Ω(Qp)µ
−1
Vν
where Vν is one-dimensional with generators eν such that
(2.3.6) r(σn ⋉ tˆ)eσ−n(ν) = p
−n〈ρ,ν〉νˆ(tˆ)eν .
Proof. Note that since r is the highest weight representation associated to a minuscule character,
every weight space Vν has dimension one. Let Z be an 〈σ
n〉-orbit of Ω(Q¯p)µ
−1. Let m be the
number of elements of Z, and ν be any element of Z. ν is hence defined over an unramified
degree m extension of Ev. Choose a nonzero element eν ∈ Vν and define eσnmν = r(σ
nm⋉1)(eν)
for n = 0, . . . m− 1. The relation (2.3.6) then follows from (2.3.4). 
We also observe that V admits a direct sum decomposition as
V =
⊕
〈σn〉− orbit Zi
VZi
where each VZi is invariant under the action of r(σ
n⋉ tˆ), for any tˆ ∈ Tˆ . Let νi be an element of
this orbit. With respect to the basis eνi , eσn(νi), . . . , eσn(mi−1)(νi) of VZi , rT (σ
n ⋉ tˆ) is given by
the matrix
p−n〈ρ,νi〉

σn(mi−1)(νˆi)(tˆ)
σn(νˆi)(tˆ)
σ2n(νˆi)(tˆ)
. . .
 .
The characteristic polynomial of this matrix is given by
Hi(x) := x
mi − pnmi〈ρ,λ−νi〉ν˜i,
where ν˜i =
∏nmi
j=1 σ
j(νi) is a cocharacter defined over Qp. This is a factor of the Hecke polynomial
HG,X(x), viewed as a polynomial with coefficients in Q[X∗(S)]. Let Mν˜i be the Levi subgroup
of G which is the centralizer of ν˜i. Via the twisted Satake homomorphism S˙
Mν˜i
G , HG,X(x)
can be viewed as a polynomial with coefficients in H(Mν˜i(Qp),Mν˜i,c). Observe that since ν˜i is
central in Mν˜i , 1ν˜i(p)Mν˜i,c
is an element of H(Mν˜i(Qp),Mν˜i,c). Hence, Hi(x) is invariant under
the action of the relative Weyl group of Mν˜i , and thus it lies in H(Mν˜i(Qp),Mν˜i,c)[x]. If we let
HG,X(x) = Hi(x)R(x) as polynomials in Q(X∗(S))[x], then we see that both factors R(x),Hi(x)
are defined in H(Mν˜i(Qp),Mν˜i,c)[x]. Finally, we note that 〈ρ, λ〉 = 〈ρ, µ〉, so we can replace λ
with µ in the formula. We summarize the above discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3.7. Let νi be any element in Ω(Q¯p)µ
−1, defined over a degree mi extension
of Ev. If we define ν˜i =
∏nm
j=1 σ
j(νi), and let Mν˜i be the centralizer of ν˜i, then, viewed as an
element of H(Mν˜i(Qp),Mν˜i,c)[x] via the twisted Satake homomorphism S˙
Mν˜i
G , HG,X(x) factors
as
HG,X(x) = Hi(x)R(x),
where
Hi(x) = x
mi − pnmi〈ρ,µ−νi〉ν˜i.
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2.3.8. While the factors Hi(x) are not necessarily defined in H(G(Qp)//Kp)[x], for each 〈σ
n〉-
orbit Zi, we can consider the (not-necessarily distinct) 〈σ
n〉-orbits of the elements ω(νi), where
ω ∈ Ω(Qp). Let Yi be the 〈σ
n〉-orbits of ω(νi) for some ω. Observe that ω(νi) is also defined
over a degree mi extension of Ev, and hence from the proposition above we see that HG,X(x)
has another factor of the form
P ′i (x) = x
mi − pnmi〈ρ,µ−ω(νi)〉ω(ν˜i).
Thus, we see that if we consider
H ′i(x) :=
∏
P ′i (x)
where the product is taken over all possible 〈σn〉-orbits of the elements ω(νi) (without multi-
plicity), we see that H ′i(x) is a factor of HG,X(x) which is defined in H(G(Qp)//Kp)[x].
Remark 2.3.9. The set of 〈σn〉-orbits of the elements ω(νi) is closely related to the σ-conjugacy
classes of unramified elements, a connection we elaborate upon in Section 7.1.
3. Reduction of p-divisible groups
For the entirety of this section, we fix a prime p > 2 and an unramified reductive group G
over Qp.
3.1. p-divisible groups with G-structure. We recall the work of Kisin [Kis10, Kis17] on
p-divisible groups with a collection of tensors in the Dieudonne module, both over fields of
characteristic p and over mixed characteristic discrete valuation rings.
3.1.1. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p, W = W (k) its ring of Witt vectors and
K0 =W (k)[1/p]. Let K be a finite totally ramified extension of K0, and OK its ring of integers.
Let the absolute Galois group Gal(K¯/K) be GK .
Let RepcrisGK be the the category of crystalline GK -representations, and Rep
cris◦
GK
the category of
GK -stable Zp-lattices spanning a representation in Rep
cris
GK
. Given V ∈ RepcrisGK , we let DdR(V )
and Dcris(V ) denote the image of V under Fontaine’s de Rham and crystalline functors.
Let E(u) ∈ OK0 [u] be the Eisenstein polynomial of a fixed uniformiser π in K. We set
S =W [[u]]. We extend the Frobenius on W to the Frobenius map φ on S which maps u to up.
Let Modϕ/S denote the category of finite free S-modules M equipped with a Frobenius semi-
linear isomorphism
1⊗ ϕ : ϕ∗(M)[1/E(u)]
∼
−→M[1/E(u)],
and let BTϕ/S denote the full sub-category of Mod
ϕ
/S consisting of those modules such that 1⊗ϕ
maps ϕ∗(M) into M, and the image of this map contains E(u)M.
We equip ϕ∗(M) with the following filtration: for i ∈ Z
Fili ϕ∗(M) = (1⊗ ϕ)−1(E(u)iM) ∩ ϕ∗(M).
The following theorem is [Kis10, Thm 1.2.1].
Theorem 3.1.2. There exists a fully faithful tensor functor
M(·) : Repcris◦GK → Mod
ϕ
/S,
which is compatible with formation of symmetric and exterior powers. If L is in Repcris◦GK , let
V = L⊗Zp Qp, and M = M(L), then
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(1) There are canonical isomorphisms
Dcris(V )
∼
−→M/uM[1/p] and DdR(V )
∼
−→ ϕ∗(M)⊗S K,
where the map S → K is given by u 7→ π. The first isomorphism is compatible with
Frobenius and the second maps Filiϕ∗(M) ⊗S WK0 onto Fil
iDdR(V ) for i ∈ Z.
(2) There is a canonical isomorphism
O
Êur
⊗Zp L
∼
−→ O
Êur
⊗S M
where O
Êur
is a certain faithfully flat, and formally e´tale OE -algebra, and OE is the p-adic
completion of S(p).
3.1.3. For a ring R and a finite free R-moduleM , letM⊗ be the direct sum of all the R-modules
obtained from M by taking duals, tensor products, symmetric and exterior powers.
Let L ∈ Repcris◦GK . Let G ⊂ GL(L) be a reductive group defined by a finite collection of
GK -invariant tensors (sα) ⊂ L
⊗. We may view the tensors sα as morphisms sα : 1 → L
⊗ in
Repcris◦GK . Applying the functor M of the theorem, we obtain morphisms s˜α : 1→M(L)
⊗ in
Modϕ/S.
We have the following results [Kis10, 1.3.4,1.3.6].
Theorem 3.1.4. We have the following:
(1) The tensors (s˜α) define a reductive subgroup in GL(M)
(2) If k is separably closed or G is connected and k is finite, then there exists an isomorphism
L⊗Zp S
∼
−→M
aking sα to s˜α.
We also recall the following proposition [Kis17, 1.1.7] which characterises reductions mod p
of a p-divisible group with G structure over OK .
Proposition 3.1.5. Let G be a p-divisible group over OK , and (sα) ⊂ TpG
⊗ a collection of
GK-invariant tensors defining a reductive subgroup G ⊂ GL(TpG ). Suppose that either k is
separably closed or that GZp is connected and k is finite. Let (sα,0) ⊂ D(G )(W )
⊗⊗W K0 denote
the image of (sα) under the p-adic comparison isomorphism. Then
(1) (sα,0) ⊂ D(G )(W )
⊗.
(2) There is an isomorphism TpG
∗(−1)⊗Zp W
∼
−→ D(G ) taking sα to sα,0.
(3) The filtration on D(G )(k) is induced by a GW -valued cocharacter.
3.1.6. Let G be a p-divisible group over k. We write D(G ) for D(G )(W ).
Definition 3.1.7. A p-divisible group with G structure over k consists of a p-divisible group
G /k and a collection of ϕ-invariant tensors (sα,0) which define a reductive subgroup of GL(D(G ))
such that there exists a finite free Zp-module U and an isomorphism
(3.1.8) U ⊗Zp W
∼
−→ D(G )
such that under this isomorphism (sα,0) correspond to tensors (sα) ⊂ U
⊗. Moreover, these sα
define the reductive subgroup GZp ⊂ GL(U).
Given any p-divisible group over k with G-structure, since (sα,0) ⊂ D(G )
⊗ are ϕ-invariant,
via the above isomorphism, ϕ on D(G )(W )⊗W W [1/p] has the form bσ for some b ∈ G(W [1/p]).
The following lemma is [Kis17, 1.1.12].
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Lemma 3.1.9. The filtration on D(G )(k) is given by a GW -valued cocharacter µ
−1
0 , and b ∈
GW (W )p
υ0GW (W ) where υ0 = σ(µ
−1
0 ).
3.1.10. Let S be the p-adic completion of the divided power envelope of W (k)[u] with respect
to the kernel of the map W (k)[u]
u 7→π
−−−→ OK . We equip S with a Frobenius given by the usual
Frobenius on W (k) and sending u to up. We view S as a S-algebra by the map sending u to u,
and we view W as an S-algebra by the map sending u to 0. The following definition appears in
[Kis17, 1.1.8].
Definition 3.1.11. Let G˜ be a deformation of G to OK . We say that G˜ is GW -adapted if
there exist Frobenius invariant tensors (s˜α) ⊂ D(G˜ )(S)
⊗ lifting sα,0, which define a reductive
subgroup GS and such that the images of the s˜α in D(G )(OK)
⊗ are in Fil0(D(G )(OK)
⊗)
Let µ−10 be the GW -valued cocharacter inducing the filtration on D(G )(k), as in Lemma 3.1.9.
Let U be the unipotent subgroup of GL(U) associated to µ0, and UG be the unipotent subgroup
of G associated to µ0. Let R (respectively RG) be the completion of U (respectively UG) at the
identity; we thus have an inclusion RG ⊂ R of power series rings over W . Following the results
of [Fal99, §7], we know that the deformation space of G is given by Spf R. We have the following
result of [Kis10, 1.5.8]
Proposition 3.1.12. For any field K as above, a map of W -algebras ̟ : R → OK factors
through RG if and only if the p-divisible group G˜ induced by ̟ is GW -adapted.
3.1.13. We now show that every p-divisible group G over k with G-structure admits a GW -
adapted lifting. Let M = σ−1∗(D(G )(W )), so that ϕ∗(M)
∼
−→ D(G )(W )⊗W S.
Let µ0 be a GW -valued cocharacter such that µ
−1
0 induces the filtration on D(G )(k). Since
the sα,0 are in U
⊗, we may think of these as tensors in M⊗ and ϕ∗(M)⊗. Consider now a
cocharacter µ, lifting µ0, valued in GS ⊂ GL(ϕ
∗(M)), and consider the map
ϕ∗(M)
c·µ−1(E(u))
−−−−−−−→ ϕ∗(M)
∼
−→M,
where c = σ−1(b)µ0(E(0)) and the final map is induced by the identity on U ⊂ ϕ
∗(M). Then
σ(c) = bυ0(E(0))
−1 = (bυ0(p)
−1)(υ0(p/E(0))) ∈ GL(D(G )(W )).
Hence c ∈ GL(D(G )(W )) and the map above gives M the structure of an object of BTϕ/S, and
hence corresponds to a deformation G˜ of G . The filtration on M(M) = S ⊗S ϕ
∗(M) is induced
by the cocharacter µ−1. Hence thinking of the sα,0 in M(M) = D(G˜ (S), shows that G˜ is a
GW -adapted lifting.
3.2. Harder-Narasimhan filtrations. We recall the formalism introduced in [And09] of Harder-
Narasimhan filtrations, and define Harder-Narasimhan filtrations on various related categories.
3.2.1. Let C be a quasi-abelian category. Let sk C be the set of isomorphism classes of objects
of C (skeleton). A rank function on C is a map
rk : sk C → N
that is additive on short exact sequences and takes the value 0 only on the 0 object.
A degree function on C is a map
deg : sk C → Q
taking the value 0 at the 0 object that satisfies the following two conditions:
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(1) It is additive on short exact sequences.
(2) For any function f :M → N which is both an epi and monic, we have deg(M) ≤ deg(N).
Associated to deg, rk we have a slope function
µ =
deg
rk
: sk C\{0} → Q.
A non-zero object M is called semistable when for every strict subobject M ′ ⊂ M , we have
µ(M ′) ≤ µ(M).
Given any slope function µ, and any non-zero object M , there is a unique slope filtration
F(M) : 0 ⊂ Fγ1M ⊂ · · · ⊂ F≥γrM =M
such that the graded pieces Mi/Mi−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r are semistable of decreasing slopes γ1 >
· · · > γr.
3.2.2. Let Γ be a subring of R. For any decreasing Γ-filtration F on a vector space V , let
{γ1, . . . , γs} = {γ|Gr
γ
FV 6= 0} be the breaks of F . The type of F , denoted by t(F) is defined as
t(F) := (γ1, . . . , γs)
where γ1 ≥ · · · ≥ γs, and each γi for 1 ≤ i ≤ s is written as many times as the dimension of
GrγiF V . The space of all possible types of Γ-filtrations is given by
Γr≥ = {(γ1, . . . , γr) ∈ Γ
r|γ1 ≥ · · · ≥ γr},
where r = dimV .
There is a partial order on the space of all types, given by γ ≤ γ′ if and only if
∑k
i=1 γi ≤∑k
i=1 γ
′
i for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r with equality when k = r, where γ = (γ1, . . . , γr) and γ
′ = (γ′1, . . . , γ
′
r)
are two elements of Γr≥.
3.2.3. Let RepHTGK denote the category of finite-dimensional Hodge-Tate representations of the
Galois group GK . We write Cp as the completion of the algebraic closure of Qp. Rep
HT
GK
is an abelian category. Following Fargues (c.f. [Far19, 5.2.2]), for any V ∈ RepHTGK , we set
rk(V ) = dim(V ) and deg(V ) = d where d is such that
∧dimV (V ⊗Qp Cp) ≃ Cp(d),
as GK -representations. Then µ =
deg
rk is a slope function, and we denote the associated filtration,
which we call the Fargues filtration, by FF (V ), or simply FF if the vector space V is obvious.
The Fargues filtration on RepcrisGK is simply obtained by considering any crystalline repre-
sentation as a Hodge-Tate one, since every subrepresentation of a crystalline representation is
crystalline.
3.2.4. Let waMFϕK denote the category of weakly-admissible filtered ϕ-modules over K. This
is also an abelian category. For any V ∈ waMFϕK , let GN be the slope decomposition on the
underlying isocrystal over K0, with associated decreasing filtration FN . Let G
ι
N be the opposite
graduation, satisfying GγN = G
ι,−γ
N , and F
ι
N the decreasing filtration associated to G
ι
N . Let FH
be the Hodge filtration on V . Fargues also defined in [Far19, 5.2.3] a slope function µ where we
again set rk(V ) = dim(V ), and the degree function is now given by
(3.2.5) deg(V ) = − deg(FH) = − deg(FN ) ∈ Q,
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where for any filtration F of V by K-vector spaces, we let GriF be the i-th graded piece, and
define
deg(F) =
∑
i
i · dim(GriF ).
The second equality in (3.2.5) follows from the definition of weak admissibility.
We abuse notation and also call the resulting filtration the Fargues filtration, denoted by
FF (V ) (or simply FF ). This is because the functor Dcris maps the Fargues filtration on crys-
talline representations to the one on weakly admissible filtered ϕ-modules, as we will see in
Proposition 3.2.10.
The following lemma is contained in [Far19, Thm 9].
Lemma 3.2.6. Let tF (D) be the type of FF (D), and t
ι
N (D) the type of F
ι
N (D). Then we have
tF (D) ≤ t
ι
N (D).
3.2.7. Let Modϕ
S[1/p] be the abelian category whose objects are finitely generated S[1/p]-
modules N together with a Frobenius
1⊗ ϕ : ϕ∗(N)[1/E(u)]
∼
−→ N[1/E(u)],
and whose morphisms are the morphisms between modules compatible with the Frobenius.
From [BMS18, Prop 4.3], we see that all N ∈ Modϕ
S[1/p] are free S[1/p]-modules.
We recall the constructions in [Pec16, §3.2] (see also [LWE16, §6.3]) of a Harder-Narasimhan
filtration on the category of S[1/p]-modules. This is a generalization of the construction in
[Far19] of a Harder-Narasimhan filtration on the isogeny category of p-divisible groups over OK .
On the category Modϕ
S[1/p], we let rk(N) = rankS[1/p](N), and we define the degree function
as follows. Let Sˆ be the completion of S[1/p] at the ideal (E(u)). Observe that since S[1/p] is
a PID, Sˆ is a discrete valuation ring. Let t be the uniformizer of Sˆ. Observe that both N⊗ Sˆ
and N′ := (1⊗ ϕ)ϕ∗(N)⊗ Sˆ are lattices in N⊗ Sˆ[1/t]. There exists a basis e1 . . . en of N⊗ Sˆ
such that
M
′ =
⊕
i
t−aiSˆei,
where ai ∈ Z. We hence define
deg(N) =
∑
i
ai.
The degree and rank functions above gives us a Harder-Narasimhan filtration on Modϕ
S[1/p],
which we also call the Fargues filtration, that we denote by FF (N) (we abuse notation for the
same reason as above).
3.2.8. We have the following propositions which show that the Harder-Narasimhan filtrations
defined above are compatible. The following result is [Pec16, Prop 3.7.1]
Proposition 3.2.9. Via the functor M[1p ] : Rep
cris
GK
→ Modϕ
S[1/p], the Harder-Narasimhan fil-
trations defined above are compatible.
The following result is [Far19, Prop 11]
Proposition 3.2.10. Via the functor Dcris : Rep
cris
GK
→ waMFϕK , the Harder-Narasimhan filtra-
tions defined above are compatible.
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3.3. Filtrations with G-structure. We recall the set-up in [Cor] of filtrations with G-structure
via Tannakian formalism.
3.3.1. Let ModR denote the category of finite projective R-modules. Let Γ be a subring of R.
We only need the case when Γ = Z or Q.
A Γ-graduation on a finite projective R-module M is a collection G = (Gγ)γ∈Γ of finite
projective submodules of M such that M = ⊕γ∈ΓG
γ . Let GrΓModR denote the category of
finite projective R-modules endowed with a Γ-graduation.
A Γ-filtration on a finite projective R-moduleM is a collection F = (Fγ)γ∈Γ of finite projective
R submodules ofM such that, locally on SpecR for the fpqc topology, there exists a Γ-graduation
G = (Gγ)γ∈Γ on M for which F
γ = ⊕η≥γG
η. Let FilΓModR denote the category of finite
projective R-modules with a Γ-filtration.
Let G be any reductive group over R. We define the category RepRG as the category of
algebraic representations of G on finite projective R-modules. We say that a functor
ωS : RepRG→ ModS
is a fiber functor when ωS is an exact ⊗-functor, where S is any ring over R. We denote by
Aut⊗(ωX) the group of ⊗-automorphisms of ωX . We are only interested in the cases when
R = Zp,Qp or Fp. In these cases all finite projective R-modules are free.
3.3.2. A Γ-graduation G on ωS is a factorization of ωS
RepRG
G
−→ GrΓModS → ModS
where the last map is the forgetful functor, such that if Gγ is the γ-component of G
(1) For every τ1, τ2 ∈ RepRG and γ ∈ Γ, we have
Gγ(τ1 ⊗ τ2) =
⊕
γ1+γ2=γ
Gγ1(τ1)⊗ G
γ2(τ2).
(2) For the trivial representation τ of G on V ∈ ModR, we have
G0(τ) = V and Gγ(τ) = 0 if γ 6= 0.
We denote by GΓ(ωS) the set of all such graduations.
3.3.3. A Γ-filtration F on ωS is a factorization of ωS
RepRG
F
−→ FilΓModS → ModS
where the last map is the forgetful functor, such that if Fγ is the γ-component of F ,
(1) For every τ1, τ2 ∈ RepRG and γ ∈ Γ, we have
Fγ(τ1 ⊗ τ2) =
⊕
γ1+γ2=γ
Fγ1(τ1)⊗F
γ2(τ2).
(2) For the trivial representation τ of G on V ∈ ModR, we have
Fγ(τ) = V if γ ≤ 0 and Fγ(τ) = 0 if γ > 0.
(3) For all γ ∈ Γ, Fγ is exact.
Note that these conditions above imply that the resulting filtration F is always
(1) decreasing (i.e. Fγ
′
V ⊆ FγV for all γ′ ≥ γ)
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(2) separated (i.e. Fγ = 0 for γ ≫ 0)
(3) exhaustive (i.e. FγV = V for γ ≪ 0).
We denote by FΓ(ωS) the set of all such filtrations.
3.3.4. Following [Cor], we let DR(Γ) be the (diagonalizable) multiplicative group over SpecR
with character group Γ. We set
GΓ(G) = HomR−Group(DR(Γ), G).
In [Cor, §2], for any reductive group scheme G over a scheme S, Cornut constructs the R-schemes
FΓ(G),CΓ(G), and also constructs the surjective maps
GΓ(G)
Fil
−→ FΓ(G)
t
−→ CΓ(G).
This construction is compatible with base change on R and covariantly functorial in G and Γ.
If G is isotrivial over R (c.f. [Cor, Def. 47] for the definition of isotrivial), SpecR is quasi-
compact, and the fiber functor ωS is trivial, we have the relations
GΓ(ωS) = G
Γ(G)(S) =: GΓ(GS)
FΓ(ωS) = F
Γ(G)(S) =: FΓ(GS).
Note that this condition holds for the cases of interest (R = Zp,Qp,Fp).
We also define
CΓ(ωS) = image of F
Γ(G)(S) → CΓ(G)(S) =: CΓ(GS)
as the set of types on ωS .
3.3.5. Let S be a discrete valuation ring, and F its field of fractions. Let G be a reductive
subgroup over S.
Proposition 3.3.6. Every filtration F in FΓ(GF ) extends uniquely to an element of F
Γ(GS).
In particular, we see that any filtration F in FΓ(GS) splits.
Proof. This follows from [DG70, XXVII,Corollaire 3.5]. 
3.3.7. Let L be a GK -stable lattice in a crystalline representation V and (sα) ⊂ L
⊗ defining
a reductive group G ⊂ GL(L). The tensors also induce a G-structure on V , and moreover the
induced fiber functor
ω(V ) : RepQpG→ ModQp
is trivial.
We now want to show that the Harder-Narasimhan filtration on V defined previously has
G-structure. We clearly have a factorization FF : RepQpG→ Fil
ΓModQp but we need to check
that the map is exact and compatible with ⊗-products and their neutral objects. This will then
imply that FF (V ) ∈ F
Q(GQp).
Since every exact sequence in RepQp(G) is split, exactness here amounts to additivity, which is
obvious. To see compatibility with tensor products, recall that we have an exact tensor functor
constructed in [Far19, 5.2.2]
RepHTGK → VectFilCp/Qp ,
where VectFilCp/Qp is the category whose objects are pairs (V,Fil
•VCp) where V is a vector
space over Qp, and Fil
•VCp is a decreasing separated and exhaustive filtration on VCp . Fargues
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also constructed a Harder-Narasimhan filtraton on VectFilCp/Qp such that the functor above
respects the Harder-Narasimhan filtrations on both sides. Thus, in order to show compatibility
with tensor products, it suffices to show that if (V1,Fil
•V1,Cp) and (V2,Fil
•V2,Cp) are semi-stable
of slope γ1, γ2 respectively, then the tensor product is semi-stable of slope γ1+γ2. This is clearly
true because from the definition of the slope function on VectFilCp/Qp .
The crystalline representation V also induces a filtered ϕ-module with G-structure by taking
D = Dcris ◦ V : RepQpG→
waMFϕK .
Let
ω(D) : RepQpG→ ModK
be the underlying fiber functor. By Proposition 3.1.5, this fiber functor is trivial.
The Fargues filtration on weakly admissible filtered isocrystals gives us a factorization
FF (D) : RepQpG→ Fil
QModK
This is exact for the same reason as above, while compatibility with tensor products follows
from [Cor19, Thm 15]. Thus, we see that FF (D) ∈ F
Q(GK).
3.3.8. We now want to show that the filtration on M[1/p] also has G-structure. Recall that
by Proposition 3.3.6, the Fargues filtration on V extends to a filtration on L, which we denote
by FF (L). Moreover, this filtration is split. Let M ⊂ G be the standard Levi subgroup of G
corresponding to the centralizer of the character ν : DZp(Q)→ G corresponding to FF (L). The
following proposition refines Theorem 3.1.4.
Proposition 3.3.9. Let L be in Repcris◦GK and M ⊂ G a reductive Zp-subgroup given as the
stabilizer of the associated graded GrFF (L)
• of the filtration FF (L) on L. If M = M(L), then
the Fargues filtration on M[1/p] extends to a filtration on M, which we denote by FF (M) with
associated graded GrFF (M)
•. Moreover, the stabilizer of GrFF (M)
• is a reductive subgroup of
GS. If k is separably closed, then there is an S-linear isomorphism.
M
∼
−→ L⊗Zp S
which takes the tensors s˜α to sα, and which induces isomorphisms on the graded pieces
GrFF (M)
γ ∼−→ GrFF (L)
γ ⊗Zp S.
Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition when k is separably closed. Now suppose that k is
separably closed, set M′ = L⊗Zp S, and let P ⊂ HomS[1/p](M[1/p],M
′[1/p]) be the subscheme
of isomorphisms between M[1/p] and M′[1/p] which take s˜α to sα, and induces an isomorphism
between the graded pieces GrγFF (M[1/p]) and Gr
γ
FF
(V ) ⊗Qp S[1/p]. The fibres of P are either
empty or a torsor under M . We claim that P is an M -torsor, and moreover extends to an
M -torsor over S. The claim implies the proposition since any M torsor over S is trivial, and
given an isomorphism
(3.3.10) M
∼
−→ L⊗Zp S
which takes the tensors s˜α to sα, and which, upon tensoring by S[1/p], induces an isomorphism
between the graded pieces GrγFF (M[1/p]) and Gr
γ
FF
(V )⊗Qp S[1/p], we can define GrFF (M)
γ to
be the image of GrFF (L)
γ⊗ZpS under (3.3.10). The filtration with associated graded GrFF (M)
•
clearly extends FF (M[1/p]), so we define this to be FF (M).
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We first show that we can extend P to an M -torsor over S(p). We have a canonical isomor-
phism
M
[
1
p
]
⊗ Êur
∼
−→ V ⊗ Êur
which is given by tensoring over Êur the canonical OÊur -isomorphism
(3.3.11) M⊗O
Êur
∼
−→ L⊗O
Êur
defined by Fontaine (c.f. [Fon90, A1]). Then FF (M[1/p] ⊗ Êur) splits, and the isomorphism
above takes GrγFF (M[1/p]) ⊗ Êur to Gr
γ
FF
(V ) ⊗Qp Êur. Similar to the argument above, we can
extend the filtration on M[1/p] ⊗ Êur to the lattice M ⊗ OÊur in the following way. We define
the graded pieces GrγFF (M⊗OÊur) to be the image of GrFF (L)
γ ⊗Zp Êur under the isomorphism
(3.3.11). These give us direct summands of M⊗O
Êur
, which upon inverting p give us the graded
pieces of FF (M[1/p]) ⊗ Êur. We thus define the filtration FF (M ⊗ OÊur) as the decreasing
filtration with grading GrγFF (M ⊗ OÊur). By construction, we have a (trivial) M -torsor over
O
Êur
, which, by faithfully flat descent, gives us an M -torsor over S(p).
We next show that PK0 is an M -torsor. This follows from Theorem 3.1.2(1), which implies
the existence of a canonical isomorphism
BdR ⊗Qp V
∼
−→ BdR ⊗Qp (M/uM)[1/p].
Moreover, this also implies that PK0[[u]] is an M -torsor. For any N in Mod
ϕ
/S there is a unique,
ϕ-equivariant isomorphism
N⊗S K0[[u]]
∼
−→ N/uN[1/p]⊗K0 K0[[u]]
lifting the identity map on N/uN ⊗OK0 K0, which is functorial in N. This shows that the
restriction of P to K0[[u]] is isomorphic to PK0 ⊗K0 K0[[u]], which is clearly an M -torsor.
We now show that PS[1/p,1/u] is a M -torsor. Let U ⊂ SpecS[1/p, 1/u] denote the maximal
open subset over which P is flat with non-empty fibres. By the results above, we know this
subset is non-empty, since it contains the generic point. In particular, the complement of
U in SpecS[1/p, 1/u] contains finitely many closed points. Since the Fargues filtration is a
filtration by Frobenius stable subobjects, FF (M[1/p]) is Frobenius invariant, hence we have an
isomorphism PS[1/p]
∼
−→ ϕ∗(PS[1/p]) in a formal neighbourhood of any closed point. Suppose
x /∈ U is a closed point of SpecS[1/p, 1/u], then by considering the images of ϕ(x), ϕ−1(x),
since ϕ is a faithfully flat map, we can produce an infinite sequence of closed points not in U , a
contradiction.
We thus have an M -torsor over the complement of the closed point of S, extending P . By
[CTS79, Thm 6.13], we can extend this torsor to a torsor over S, which we denote by P . Since
S is a strictly henselian local ring, P is necessarily trivial. We hence choose a section f ∈ P (S),
and as described above, this proves the claim. 
Let L′ ⊂ Dcris(V ) be a W -lattice. Applying Proposition 3.3.6, the Fargues filtration on
Dcris(V ) extends uniquely to a filtration on L
′ which splits, which we denote by FF (L
′). We
thus have the following corollary, which refines Proposition 3.1.5(2).
Corollary 3.3.12. Let L be a GK-stable lattice in a crystalline representation V , M = M(L).
Let M ⊂ G a reductive Zp-subgroup given as the stabilizer of the associated graded GrFF (L)
• of
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the filtration FF (L) on L. If k is separably closed, we have an isomorphism
L⊗Zp W (k)
∼
−→M/uM
taking sα to sα,0 and inducing an isomorphism
GrγFF (L)⊗Zp W (k)
∼
−→ GrγFF (M/uM).
3.4. Fargues filtration on waMFϕK revisited. Let D ∈
waMFϕK be a filtered ϕ-module with
G-structure. This is given by a fiber functor
D : RepQp(G)→
waMFϕK .
We further assume that the underlying fiber functor
ω(D) : RepQpG→ ModK
is trivial.
Let
FH(D) : RepQpG→ Fil
Z
K
be the Hodge filtration of D. This is an exact ⊗-functor by construction, i.e. an element of
FZ(GK).
Let
FN (D) : RepQpG→ Fil
QModK0
be the Newton filtration of D. This is an exact functor because all exact sequences in RepQpG
are split. This functor also respects tensors, as the tensor product of two isoclinic isocrystals
is also isoclinic. Indeed, we know from [Kot85, §4] that the slope decomposition is given by a
cocharacter ν ∈ HomK0(DK0(Q), G), known as the Newton cocharacter. We let F
ι
N (D) denote
the opposite filtration to FN (D), induced by the cocharacter ν
−1. Both FN (D),F
ι
N (D) are
elements of FQ(GK0).
3.4.1. Suppose S is a local ring, and let V be a finite free S-module of rank r. Let FΓ(V ) :=
FΓ(GLr).
Consider any F1,F2 ∈ F
Γ(V ). We further suppose that F1,F2 are in standard position, i.e.
if we let P1, P2 be the parabolic subgroups of G defined by the filtrations F1,F2 respectively,
then P1 ∩ P2 contains a maximal torus of G. If S is a field then any two parabolics are always
in standard position; this follows from the well-known fact that any two Borel subgroups always
contain a maximal torus.
If F1,F2 are in standard position, then we define
Grγ1,γ2F1,F2 =
Fγ11 ∩ F
γ2
2
(∪γ′>γ1F
γ1
1 ) ∩ F
γ2
2 + F
γ1
1 ∩ (∪γ′>γ2F
γ2
2 )
.
Note that Grγ1,γ2F1,F2 is also a free S-module, as shown in [Cor, Sec 4.2.1].
For F1,F2 ∈ F
Γ(V ) in standard position, we define the inner product
〈F1,F2〉 =
∑
γ1,γ2
γ1γ2 · rankS(Gr
γ1,γ2
F1,F2
)
=
∑
γ
γ · degGrγF1(F2) =
∑
γ
γ · degGrγF2(F1).
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3.4.2. Let S = F be a field. We fix a faithful representation τ of G and equip FΓ(G) with the
inner product
〈F1,F2〉τ = 〈F1(τ),F2(τ)〉.
This defines a metric on FΓ(G) by setting
d(F1,F2) =
√
|F1|2 + |F2|2 − 2〈F1,F2〉.
The following is [Cor, Cor 86]
Lemma 3.4.3. Given an injective map of algebraic groups G1 →֒ G2 over F , we have an induced
injective map of metric spaces f : FΓ(G1)→ F
Γ(G2).
3.4.4. Following [Cor19], we denote by
FΓ(GK , ϕ, F ) ⊂ F
Γ(GK , ϕ) ⊂ F
Γ(GK)
the set of Γ-filtrations on the fiber functor VK : Rep(G) → Vect(K) by ϕ-stable and ϕ stable
weakly admissible K-subspaces respectively. We also fix a faithful representation τ of G and
equip FR(GK) with the metric defined above.
The following proposition is [Cor19, Lem 14,16].
Proposition 3.4.5. We have
FΓ(GK , ϕ, F ) = {Ξ ∈ F
Γ(GK , ϕ) : 〈FH ,Ξ〉τ = 〈FN ,Ξ〉τ}.
For Γ = R this is a closed convex subset of (FR(GK), dτ ). Moreover, the Fargues filtration FF
is the convex projection of F ιN onto F
R(GK , ϕ, F ).
We know the Fargues filtration in the situation where the underlying isocrystal with G-
structure is basic, i.e. the Newton cocharacter ν : D(Q)→ G factors through the center ZG.
Proposition 3.4.6. Suppose that underlying isocrystal with G-structure is basic, i.e. the Newton
cocharacter ν is central in G. Then FF = F
ι
N .
Proof. Since ν−1 also factors through ZG, for every representation τ ∈ RepQpG we can decom-
pose τ = ⊕τγ , by the weights of ν
−1, and hence we have D(τγ) = G
ι,γ
N (τ). We need to show that
FγF (D(τ)) = ⊕γ′≥γD(τγ′). Since the Fargues filtration on D(τ) decomposes as
FγF (D(τ)) =
⊕
γ′
FγF (D(τγ′)),
it suffices to show that D(τγ′) is semi-stable of slope γ
′. Since D(τγ′) isoclinic of slope −γ
′ for
the slope decomposition, and we know from Lemma 3.2.6 we have that tF (D(τγ′)) ≤ t
ι
N (D(τγ′)),
equality must hold. Hence we have that D(τγ′) is semi-stable of slope γ
′. 
3.4.7. We want to understand the Fargues filtration of G-adapted lifts of a p-divisible group
G over k = F¯p. Recall that to any p-divisible group G over F¯p with G-structure we have
attached an element b ∈ G(K0), defined up to σ-conjugacy by G(OK0), such that the Frobenius
on D(G )(OK0) is given by bσ. Let νb be the cocharacter inducing the slope graduation on the
isocrystal D := D(G )(OK0)[1/p].
We make the following additional assumptions:
(∗) There exists a standard Levi subgroup M defined over Qp, and h ∈ G(OK0) such that
b′ := h−1bσ(h) lies in M(L), νb′ is basic in M , and b
′ is G-regular (i.e. the centralizer of
νb′ in G is equal to M).
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Replacing b by b′, we may assume b ∈ M(L). By Lemma 3.1.9 and (3.1.13), this condition
implies that G admits anM -adapted lifting G˜0 over OK0 . Dcris(VpG˜0) is thus a weakly admissible
ϕ-module with M -structure, and the previous results apply.
By Proposition 3.4.6, we see that the Fargues filtration on D := Dcris(VpG˜0), which we denote
by FF(G˜0), is equal to the the filtration induced by the cocharacter ν
−1
b . By Proposition 3.4.5,
we hence observe that F ιN lies in F
R(MK , ϕ, F ), and hence for any faithful representation τ of
M , we have the equality
(3.4.8) 〈FH(G˜0),F
ι
N (G˜0)〉τ = 〈FN (G˜0),F
ι
N (G˜0)〉τ .
If the representation τ is the restriction to M of a faithful representation τ of G, then moreover
by Lemma 3.4.3 we can view FH ,F
ι
N ,FN as elements of F
R(GK), and this equality (3.4.8) also
holds in FR(GK).
Proposition 3.4.9. Let G be a p-divisible group over k satisfying condition (∗). For any GW -
adapted lift G˜ of G , we have
〈FH(G˜ ),F
ι
N (G˜ )〉τ = 〈FN (G˜ ),F
ι
N (G˜ )〉τ .
In particular, FF (G˜ ) = F
ι
N (G˜ ) for all G˜ .
Proof. Firstly, note that by Proposition 3.3.6, the filtrations FN (D),F
ι
N (D) extend uniquely to
Q-filtrations on D(G )(W ), which we denote by FN ,F
ι
N as well. We can reduce these filtrations
mod p to obtain filtrations FN,k,F
ι
N,k of k-vector spaces.
Moreover, the same is true of the Hodge filtration FH on D(G˜ )(OK). It is a lift from F
R(Gk)
to FR(GOK ) of the filtration mod p given by the cocharacter µ
−1
0 , and we denote this filtration
by FH,k.
Choose the faithful representation τ given by the embedding GOK ⊂ GL(D(G˜ )(OK)). We
also denote by τ the representation given by restricting to Speck. Observe that since OK is a
discrete valuation ring, all the filtrations FH ,FN ,F
ι
N split, and hence the terms
Grγ1,γ2FH ,FN = Gr
γ1
FH
∩Grγ2FN
are all free OK-modules. Thus, from the definition of inner product we have
〈FH(G˜ ),F
ι
N (G˜ )〉τ = 〈FH,k,F
ι
N,k〉τ ,
〈FN (G˜ ),F
ι
N (G˜ )〉τ = 〈FN,k,F
ι
N,k〉τ .
Since FN,k,F
ι
N,k,FH,k are independent of the choice of GW -adapted lift G˜ , the proposition
follows from (3.4.8). 
3.5. E´tale and Crystalline Operators Φe´t,Φcris.
3.5.1. Let F be the field of fractions of a discrete valuation ring OF with uniformizer u. Given
an F -vector space V , let L(V ) be the space of all OF -lattices in V . Given a Z-filtration F on
V and an OF -lattice L ∈ L(V ), we define the addition operator of lattices and filtrations as
follows.
L+ F =
∑
i∈Z
u−iL ∩ F iV
It is shown in [Cor, 6.7.1] that L+ F is indeed an OF -lattice of V .
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For any positive integer s, let sFF (V ) be the filtration on V such that F
i
F (V ) = sF
si
F (V ).
Since FF (V ) is split, there exists a large enough positive integer s such that sFF (V ) ∈ F
Z(GQp).
By the compatibility between various Fargues filtrations, we see that sFF (D), sFF (M[1/p]) are
also Z-filtrations.
We define the e´tale and crystalline operators by
Φe´t(L) = L+ sFF (V )
and
Φcris(L) = L+ sFF (D).
These operators depend on the choice of integer s.
Given M ∈ModS,fr, and a Z-filtration F on N = M[1/p]. We can similarly define
M+ F =
∑
i∈Z
p−iM ∩ F i.
Since the filtration F is exhaustive and separated, then M + F is a finitely generated S-
submodule of N. However, compared to the situation for an F -vector space, this submodule
may not be a free S-module.
3.5.2. Let N := M(L)[1/p]. We have a relationship between M(Φe´t(L)) and M(L) + sFF (N).
Proposition 3.5.3. Let L ∈ Repcris◦GK , and let V be L⊗Zp Qp. Then we have
M(Φe´t(L)) = (M(L) + sFF (N))fr
where (M(L) + sFF (N))fr is a free S-module which fits into an exact sequence of S-modules
0→M(L) + sFF (N)→ (M(L) + sFF (N))fr →M → 0
such that M is of finite length.
Proof. This is shown in [Pec16, 3.6.1] for general GalK-stable Z-filtrations on V , not just the
Fargues filtration, and we recall the proof here. Applying the functors M, M[1/p] to the short
exact sequence
0→ p−iL ∩ sF iF (V )→ p
−iL→ p−iL/p−iL ∩ F iF (V )→ 0,
we have a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 M(p−iL ∩ sF iF (V )) M(p
−iL) M(p−iL/p−iL ∩ F iF (V ))
0 F iF (N) N N/F
i
F (N) 0.
Thus, we see thatM(p−iL∩sF iF (V )) = p
−i
M(L)∩sF iF (N) insideN. Since the Fargues filtration
is exhaustive and separated, we fix r ≥ 0 such that F−r = V , Fr = 0. Then we have a surjective
map
⊕ri=−rp
−iL ∩ sF iF (V )։ L+ sFF .
Applying the functor M, we obtain a map
⊕ri=−rp
−i
M(L) ∩ sF iF (N) −→M(L+ sFF )
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with finite length cokernel. Moreover, the image of this map is M(L) + sFF (N), so we get the
desired result. 
3.5.4. Given a lattice L ∈ Repcris◦GK , we obtain a lattice L
′ ⊂ Dcris(V ) by taking
L′ = M(L)/uM(L).
We set red(L) := L′. There is also a relationship between Φe´t and Φcris.
Proposition 3.5.5. Let L ∈ Repcris◦GK . Then
red(Φe´t(L)) = Φcris(red(L)).
Proof. Firstly, observe that the term on the left is
M(Φe´t(L))|u=0= (M(L) + sFF (N))fr|u=0.
Let D = Dcris(V ), L
′ = red(L), and N = M(L)[1/p]. The term on the right is
L′ + sFF (D) =
∑
i∈Z
p−iL′ + sF iF (D) =
∑
i∈Z
p−iM(L) + sFF (N)|u=0= M(L) + sFF (N)|u=0.
Thus, it suffices to show that
M(L) + sFF (N)|u=0= M(Φe´t(L))|u=0.
Let M be the finite length cokernel as in Proposition 3.5.3, so we have a short exact sequence
(3.5.6) 0→M(L) + sFF (N)→ (M(L) + sFF (N))fr →M → 0.
We want to show that M/uM = 0. Since the functor M(p) is exact, the same argument as in
the proof of Proposition 3.5.3 shows that we have M(p) = 0. Thus
M(p)/uM(p) = (M/uM)(p) = 0,
since localization commutes with taking quotients. Since S/uS = W is a discrete valuation
ring with maximal ideal (p), this implies M/uM = 0, as desired. Tensoring (3.5.6) by S/uS,
we obtain a surjective map
M(L) + sFF (N)|u=0։M(Φe´t(L))|u=0.
Since S/uS is a principal ideal domain, the kernel of this map is also a free S/uS module.
Moreover, since both sides of the equation above are free of the same rank, this is an isomorphism.

3.5.7. We record here a result relating the e´tale operator and the action of the unipotent radical
UFF on lattices in V . If V is a vector space with trivial G-structure, let L(V ) be the set of lattices
in V . Recall that we have an isomorphism
(3.5.8) L(V ) ≃ G(Qp)/G(Zp).
Hence, we have an action of G(Qp) on L(V ).
Proposition 3.5.9. Let L1, L2 ∈ L(V ) and let
π : L(V )→ UFF (Qp)\L(V )
be the usual projection, for FF the Fargues filtration on V and UFF the unipotent radical of the
parabolic subgroup of G associated to FF . Then, we have π(L1) = π(L2) if and only if there
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exists some n large enough such that
(Φ
(n)
e´t )(x) = (Φ
(n)
e´t )(y).
Proof. This is a special case of a more general result about the contraction operator on the
extended Bruhat Tits building; see [Cor, 5.6.2] for the general statement. The above formulation
is from [Pec16, Prop 7.3.28]. 
3.5.10. If we fix a lattixe L, for any L′ ∈ L(V ), there is some element g ∈ G(F ), such that
L′ = gL. Under this identification, we have the following explicit formulation of the action of
addition operator.
Proposition 3.5.11. Let F be split by the cocharacter ν−1. Then under the identification in
(3.5.8), L+ F is given by left multiplication of L by ν(p).
Proof. Let M be the centralizer of ν. For any τ ∈ RepZpG with weight decomposition τ |M =
⊕a∈Zτa with respect to the central cocharacter ν : Gm,Zp →M , by definition for any L ∈ L(D),
we have
Φcris(L)(τ) =
∑
i∈Z
p−iL(τ) ∩ (F)i(τ)
=
∑
i
(⊕
a
p−iL(τa)
)
∩
⊕
a≤−i
L(τa)

=
⊕
a∈Z
paL(τa).
Moreover, we observe that the action on L(V ) given by multiplication by ν(p) is given such that
for any L ∈ L(V ), representation τ ∈ RepZpG with splitting as above,
L(τ) 7→
⊕
a∈Z
paL(τa).

4. Affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties and isogeny classes mod p
In this section, we will recall results about isogeny classes of p-divisible groups with G-
structure, and the irreducible components of affine Deligne-Lusztig varities of unramified el-
ements.
4.1. Affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties.
4.1.1. Let L =W (F)p)[1/p] and OL =W (Fp). Denote by Γ := Gal(Fp/Fp) the absolute Galois
group. Fix a connected reductive group G over Zp. We denote by GQp the generic fibre of G.
Let T ⊂ G be the centralizer of a maximal split torus, B ⊃ T a Borel subgroup of G.
For b ∈ G(L), let [b] denote the σ-conjugacy class of b, and B(G) denote the set of σ-conjugacy
classes in G(L).
Recall that since G is unramified, it splits over L, so we have the Cartan decomposition
G(L) =
∐
µ∈X∗(T )+
G(OL)p
µG(OL).
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where X∗(T )
+ is the set of dominant cocharacters. For any b ∈ G(L), let µb denote the dominant
cocharacter such that b lies in the double coset of pµb under the Cartan decomposition.
Let π1(G) denote the quotient of X∗(T ) by the space of coroots of G. Let κ˜G denote the
composition
κ˜G : G(L)
b7→µb−−−→ X∗(T )/Ω→ π1(G)
Composing with the projection π1(G) ։ π1(G)Γ, we obtain a map κ, which is known as the
Kottwitz homomorphism. Observe that κ only depends on the σ-conjugacy class [b].
For µ ∈ X∗(T ), we denote by µ
♯ the image of µ in π1(G)Γ.
4.1.2. Recall the Newton map νb : D(Q) → G defined by Kottwitz [Kot85, 4.2]. For G =
GL(V ), νb is the cocharacter which induces the slope decomposition of the isocrystal (V, ϕ = bσ).
In general, it is the cocharacter inducing the slope Q-graduation of the trivial G-isocrystal with
Frobenius ϕ = bσ.
Observe that for any g ∈ G(L), we have νgbσ(g)−1 = gνbg
−1. Thus, the slope homomorphism
on the σ-conjugacy class [b] is defined up to G(L)-conjugacy. We set ν([b]) ∈ (X∗(T )⊗Q)
+ to be
the unique dominant element in the conjugacy class. This is clearly independent of all choices.
Recall that we have a partial ordering on (X∗(T ) ⊗ Q)
+ given by λ1 ≤ λ2 if λ2 − λ1 is a
non-negative linear combination of simple coroots of G.
For any µ ∈ X∗(T ), let F ⊂ L be a finite unramified Galois extension of Qp over which µ is
defined, and let
µ¯ =
1
[F : Qp]
∑
τ∈Gal(F/Qp)
τ(µ).
4.1.3. For any b ∈ G(L), and any minuscule cocharacter µ ∈ X∗(T ), we define the affine
Deligne-Lusztig variety
Xµ(b) := {g ∈ G(L)/G(OL) : g
−1bσ(g) ∈ G(OL)p
µG(OL)}.
Xµ(b) depends only upon the σ-conjugacy class [b], and we can replace µ by any Weyl conjugate.
Thus, we may assume that µ is dominant with respect to some choice of borel B and maximal
torus T . By the work of [Zhu17], Xµ(b) is the set of Fp points of a perfect scheme over F¯p, and
a subscheme of the (Witt vector) affine Grassmannian.
We define
B(G,µ) := {[b] : κG([b]) = µ
♯ ∈ π1(G)Γ and ν([b]) ≤ µ¯}.
We have a partial order on B(G,µ) such that [b1]  [b2] if and only if ν([b1]) ≤ ν([b2]). By
[Win05], we know that Xµ(b) is non-empty if and only if b ∈ B(G,µ).
4.1.4. We define the algebraic group Jb over Qp by
Jb(R) := {g ∈ G(R ⊗Qp L) : g
−1bσ(g) = b}.
There is an inclusion Jb ⊂ G, defined over L, which is given on R-points (R an L-algebra) by
the natural map G(R ⊗Qp L) → G(R).Then the inclusion Jb ⊂ G identifies Jb with M over L,
and moreover Jb is an inner form of M [Kot97, 3.3].
For any b ∈ G(L), we define
defG(b) = rkQp(G)− rkQp(Jb),
where rkQp(G) is the rank of the maximal split Qp torus of the algebraic group G.
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Let us now recall a key result about the dimensions of affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties (c.f.
[Zhu17, Thm 3.1])
Theorem 4.1.5. Assume the affine Deligne-Lusztig variety is non-empty, i.e. [b] ∈ B(G,µ).
The dimension of the affine Deligne-Lusztig variety Xµ(b) is
〈ρ, µ − ν([b])〉 −
1
2
defG(b).
4.2. Connected components. We now assume that µ is a minuscule cocharacter of G. Let [b]
be a σ-conjugacy class of G, lying in B(G,µ). By [CKV15, 2.5.2] we can choose a representative
b of [b] such that νb ∈ (X∗(T )⊗Q)
+, is defined over Qp, and is G-dominant. Moreover, b ∈Mb,
the centralizer of νb. A standard Levi subgroupM ⊂ G is one defined by a dominant cocharacter
in X∗(T )
Γ. For the choice of b above, Mb is a standard Levi subgroup.
4.2.1. By [CKV15, 2.5.4], if M ⊃ Mb is a standard Levi subgroup and κM (b) = µ
♮, then the
natural inclusion
XMµ (b)→ X
G
µ (b)
is an isomorphism. The pair (µ, b) is called HN-indecomposable if κM (b) 6= µ
♮ for any standard
Levi M ⊃Mb. The following is [CKV15, Thm 1.1].
Theorem 4.2.2. Assume that Gad is simple and that µ is minuscule, and suppose that (µ, b) is
Hodge-Newton indecomposable in G. Then κG induces a bijection
π0(Xµ(b)) ≃ cb,µπ1(G)
Γ
for some cb,µ ∈ π1(G), unless [b] = [p
µ] with µ central in G, in which case we have an isomor-
phism
Xµ(b) ≃ G(Qp)/G(Zp)
so Xµ(b) is discrete.
Moreover, by [CKV15, Cor 2.4.2], for ω ∈ cb,µπ1(G)
Γ, with image ωad ∈ cbad,µadπ1(G
ad)Γ we
have an isomorphism of connected components
Xµad(bad)
ωad ∼−→ Xµ(b)
ω.
4.3. Reduction to Levi subgroup. We continue to assume that µ is a minuscule cocharacter
of G. Let [b] be a σ-conjugacy class of G, lying in B(G,µ). Consider M[b], the standard Levi
subgroup given as the centralizer of the Newton cocharacter ν([b]). For the rest of this subsection,
for notational simplicity, we let M := M[b]. We continue to assume that the representative b of
this σ-conjugacy class satisfies b ∈M(L), and moreover νb lies in (X∗(T )⊗Q)
+, is defined over
Qp, and is G-dominant.
4.3.1. We now want to reduce to understanding the irreducible components in the case where
b is basic. To do this, we will recall the results of [HV18], applying the well-known reduction
method of [GHKR06].
Let P = MN be the parabolic subgroup associated to νb, where N is the unipotent radical
of P . Since b ∈M(L), we have an induced decomposition
Jb(Qp) ∩ P (L) = (Jb(Qp) ∩M(L))(Jb(Qp) ∩N(L)).
As discussed above, we have Jb(Qp) ⊂M(L). In particular, we see that Jb(Qp) ∩N(L) = {1}.
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We now consider the following subvariety of the affine Grassmanian GrM of M :
XM⊂Gµ (b) = {gMc ∈ GrM |g
−1bσ(g) ∈ Kµ(p)K}.
Note that XM⊂Gµ (b) =
∐
µ′∈Iµ,b
XMµ′ (b), where Iµ,b is the set of M -conjugacy classes of cocharac-
ters µ′ in the G-conjugacy class of µ with [b]M ∈ B(M,µ
′). Such a set is non-empty, see Remark
5.3.2 below, but if M is not split, may contain more than one element, as in the example in
[RV14, 8.1].
We also consider
XP⊂Gµ (b) := {gKP ∈ GrP |g
−1bσ(g) ∈ Kµ(p)K}.
The Iwasawa decomposition shows that XP⊂Gµ (b) is a decomposition of X
G
µ (b) into locally
closed subsets, hence the set of irreducible components of XP⊂Gµ (b) is equal to the set of irre-
ducible components of XGµ (b). Moreover, the surjection GrP ։ GrM induces a surjection
β : XP⊂Gµ (b)→ X
M⊂G
µ (b).
We want to investigate the image of irreducible components under β. Define the set
Σ′(XM⊂Gµ (b)) :=
⋃
µ′∈Iµ,b
Σtop(XMµ′ (b))
where Σtop denotes the set of top-dimensional irreducible components. Note that XM⊂Gµ (b) may
not be equidimensional, as the example in [RV14, §8] shows.
We recall the following two results [HV18, 5.5,5.6].
Lemma 4.3.2. β induces a well-defined surjective map
βΣ : Σ
top(XP⊂Gµ (b))→ Σ
′(XM⊂Gµ (b)),
which is Jb(Qp) ∩ P (L)-equivariant for the natural action of the left hand-side, and the action
through the natural projection Jb(Qp) ∩ P (L)։ Jb(Qp) ∩M(L) on the right hand side.
Proposition 4.3.3. Let Z ⊂ XM⊂Gµ (b) be an irreducible subscheme. Then Jb(Qp) ∩N(L) acts
transitively on Σ(β−1(Z)).
Since Jb(Qp) ∩N(L) = {1} we immediately get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3.4. The map βΣ induces a bijection between irreducible components of X
G
µ (b) and
irreducible components of
∐
µ′∈Iµ,b
XMµ′ (b).
4.4. Unramified σ-conjugacy classes. Recall that we have chosen a Borel subgroup B and
maximal torus T such that T ⊂ B ⊂ G. Observe that we have a canonical map B(T )→ B(G).
Lemma 4.4.1. The following are equivalent:
(1) [b] lies in the image of B(T )
(2) defG(b) = 0
(3) There is a representative of [b] of the form pτ , for some τ ∈ X∗(T )
Proof. We denote the image of B(T ) by B(G)unr. This result is contained in the results of
[XZ17, §4.2], and we sketch the proof here. Firstly, the canonical map X∗(T )→ B(G), τ 7→ [p
τ ]
induces a bijection X∗(T )σ/Ω(Qp) ≃ B(G)unr, where X∗(T )σ are the σ-coinvariants of X∗(T ).
This shows (1)⇔ (3).
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For any b ∈ G(L), we can choose some standard Levi subgroup M and cocharacter µ such
that b is σ-conjugate to a basic element in B(M,µ). If [pτ ] is basic in M , then Jpτ contains
the torus T and therefore, defG(b) = 0. Conversely, defG(b) = 0 implies that bad is σ-conjugate
to 1 in Mad(L). Since Mad(L) is generated by the image of M(L) → Gad(L) and Tad(L), b is
σ-conjugate to pτ for some τ ∈ X∗(T ). This shows (2)⇔ (3) 
Remark 4.4.2. We repeat here the remark [XZ17, 4.2.11]. The identity element represents the
basic element in B(Mad, µad) if and only if [1] ∈ B(Mad, µad), i.e. µad = 0 in π1(Mad)Γ. If Mad
is split, then µad = 0 in π1(Mad)Γ implies that µad is the sum of coroots of Mad, and hence µad
is either the identity or it cannot be minuscule.
If [b] ∈ B(G) satisfies any of the equivalent conditions in Lemma 4.4.1, we say that [b] is
unramified.
We can define the set of dominant elements in X∗(T )σ as
X∗(T )
+
σ =
{
λσ ∈ X∗(T )σ |
〈
λ,
k−1∑
i=0
σi(α)
〉
≥ 0 for every α ∈ ∆
}
where k is degree of the splitting field of G over Qp. The set X∗(T )
+
σ is in bijection with
X∗(T )σ/Ω(Qp) under the natural map.
4.4.3. We now recall the results of [XZ17, §4.4] which give us a more explicit description of
XGµ (b) in the case where G has a connected center.
Let us first recall results (c.f. [XZ17, §3.2]) about the geometry of semi-infinite orbits in the
affine Grassmannian and Mirkovic´-Vilonen cycles.
Let H be an affine group scheme of finite type defined over O, the ring of integers of a non-
archimedian local field. We denote by L+H (resp. LH) the jet group (resp. loop group) of H.
As a presheaf, we have L+H(R) = H(WO(R)) and LH(R) = H(WO(R)[1/p]), where
WO(R) := W (R)⊗ˆO
is the ring of Witt vectors with coefficients in O. L+H (resp. LH) is represented by an affine
group scheme (resp. ind-scheme).
We define the (spherical) Schubert variety Grµ as the closed subset
Grµ = {(E, β) ∈ Gr|Inv(β) ≺ µ}
of the affine Grassmannian Gr of G over F¯p. It contains the Schubert cell
G˚rµ := {(E, β) ∈ Gr|Inv(β) = µ} = Grµ\ ∪λ≺µ Grλ
Let U be the unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup B.
Definition 4.4.4. For λ a coweight of G, the semi-infinite orbit associated to λ is
Sλ := LUp
λL+G/L+G.
The following result is the key result about the geometry of semi-infinite orbits.
Theorem 4.4.5 (Mirkovic´-Vilonen). For λ and µ two coweights of G with µ dominant, every
irreducible component of the intersection Sλ ∩ Grµ is of dimension 〈ρ, λ + µ〉. In addition, the
number of its irreducible components equals to the dimension of the λ-weight space Vµ(λ) of the
irreducible representation Vµ of Gˆ of highest weight µ.
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Irreducible components of Sλ∩Grµ are referred to as Mirkovic´-Vilonen cycles. We will denote
byMVµ(λ) the set of irreducible components of Sλ∩Grµ, and for b ∈MVµ(λ), write (Sλ∩Grµ)
b
the irreducible component (a.k.a. MV cycle) labeled by b.
While the results above hold for any general dominant coweight µ, we are primarily interested
in the case when µ is minuscule. If µ is a minuscule coweight of G, then Grµ = G˚rµ and Sλ∩Grµ
is non-empty if and only if λ = wµ for some w ∈ Ω(Qp). Thus,
Sλ ∩Grµ = L
+UpλL+G/L+G ≃ L+UpλL+U/L+U
is irreducible.
4.4.6. Now, suppose that τσ ∈ X∗(T )
+
σ . Consider the intersection
Yν := Sν ∩Xµ(p
τ ),
which is a locally closed sub ind-scheme of Xµ(τ). It fits into the following Cartesian diagram
Yν (Sν×˜Sλ) ∩ (Gr×˜Grµ)
Sν Sν × Sτ+σ(ν)
pr1×m
1×pτσ
where λ = τ + σ(ν) − ν, and ×˜ denotes the twisted product, and m is the product of the
convolution map. Since (Sν×˜Sλ) ∩ (Gr×˜Grµ) = Sν×˜(Sλ ∩ Grµ) by [XZ17, 3.2.8], every b ∈
MVµ(λ) gives a closed subset Y
b
ν = Y
b
ν (τ) of Yν that fits into the Cartesian diagram
Y bν Sν×˜(Sλ ∩Grµ)
b
Sν Sν × Sτ+σ(ν)
pr1×m
1×pτσ
We need the following lemma. Let ∆ denote the set of simple roots of G. In [XZ17, §3.3]
the set MVµ is endowed with a Gˆ-crystal structure and therefore to every b ∈ MVµ(λ) can be
attached a collection of non-negative integers {εα(b), α ∈ ∆}. The following lemma is [XZ17,
4.4.3].
Lemma 4.4.7. Assume that ZG is connected.
(1) Let λ ∈ X∗(T ) and assume that λσ = τσ in X∗(T )σ. Then there exists a dominant
coweight ν such that λ+ ν − σ(ν) is dominant, and 〈ν, α〉 ≥ εα(b) for all α ∈ ∆.
(2) Among all ν’s satisfying the above property, there is a “minimal” νb, unique up to
addition by an element in X∗(ZG). Here “minimality” means that for any other ν
satisfying the above property, ν − νb is dominant. In addition, for every α ∈ ∆, at least
one of the following inequalities is an equality
〈α, νb〉 ≥ εα(b), 〈ασ(α) , νb〉 ≥ εσ(α)(b), . . . , 〈ασd−1(α), νb〉 ≥ εσd−1(α)(b)
where d is the cardinality of the σ-orbit of α
For a (choice of) minimal weight ν = νb as above, we let τb = λ+ νb − σ(νb)
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Lemma 4.4.8. Suppose µ is minuscule. Let b ∈MVµ(λ), and n be the minimal positive integer
such that σn(λ) = λ. Then σn(νb)− νb ∈ X∗(ZG).
Proof. Firstly, since µ is minuscule, we must have λ = ω(µ) for some ω ∈ Ω(Qp). Moreover,
since τb, νb are dominant, so too are σ
n(τb), σ
n(νb). In this case, we have
(4.4.9) εα(b) = max{0,−〈λ, α〉}.
Since σn(λ) = λ, we see that for any α ∈ ∆, we have εα(b) = εσn(α)(b). Thus, σ
n(νb) also
satisfies the condition in Lemma 4.4.7(1), and thus σn(νb) − νb must be dominant. However,
σn(νb)− νb dominant implies
〈σn(νb), α〉 ≥ 〈νb, α〉
for all α ∈ ∆. Since 〈σn(νb), α〉 = 〈νb, σ
−n(α)〉, we must have 〈σn(νb) − νb, α〉 = 0, for all α,
hence σn(νb)− νb ∈ X∗(ZG). 
For b ∈ ∪λ∈τ+(σ−1)X∗(T )MVµ(λ), let X
b
µ (p
τ ) denote the closure of ∪ν∈X∗(T )Y
b
ν in Xµ(p
τ ).
Note that by [XZ17, Lem. 4.3.6 (2)], the isomorphism Xµ(p
τ )
∼
−→ Xµ(p
τb) induces an isomor-
phism Xbµ (p
τ )
∼
−→ Xbµ (p
τb). Observe that since semi-infinite orbits form a partition of the affine
Grassmannian into locally closed subsets, Y bν form a partition ofXµ(b) into locally closed subsets.
Thus, Xbµ (p
τ ) is a union of some irreducible components of Xµ(p
τ ), and Xµ(p
τ ) = ∪bX
b
µ (p
τ ).
The following result, contained in [XZ17, 4.4.5, 4.4.7], describes an irreducible component of
Xbµ (p
τ ).
Theorem 4.4.10. Assume that ZG is connected. Let b ∈ MVµ(λ). Let ν = νb and τ = τb
as in Lemma 4.4.7. Let Xb,x0µ (τ) be the closure of Y bν ∩ Grν. Then X
b,x0
µ (τ) is geometrically
irreducible of dimension 〈ρ, µ − τ〉.
The following result is [XZ17, 4.4.14].
Theorem 4.4.11. Let b = ωτ be an unramified element, and assume that τσ is dominant.
Consider the action of Jpτ (F ) on the set of irreducible components of Xµ(p
τ ).
(1) The stabilizer of each irreducible component is a hyperspecial subgroup.
(2) The subset Xbµ (p
τ ) is invariant under the action of Jpτ , and the group Jpτ acts transi-
tively on the set of irreducible components of Xbµ (p
τ ).
(3) Assume that ZG is connected. There is a canonical Jpτ (F )-equivariant bijection between
the set of irreducible components of Xµ(p
τ ) and⊔
λ∈τ+(1−σ)X∗(T )
MVµ(λ)×HSb, (b, x) 7→ X
b,x
µ (τ)
where HSb denote the set of hyperspecial subgroups of Jτ (F ), and X
b,x
µ (τ) is the ir-
reducible component in Xbµ (τ) whose stabilizer is the hyperspecial subgroup of Jτ (F )
corresponding to x.
Proposition 4.4.12. Assume that ZG is trivial. Let µ be minuscule, and p
τ an unramified
element such that τσ is dominant. Fix b ∈ MVµ(λ) such that τσ = λσ. We further assume
τ = τb. Let n be the minimal positive integer such that σ
n(λ) = λ. Then σn fixes the irreducible
components of Xbµ (p
τ ), i.e. g, σn(g) lie in the same irreducible component of Xbµ (p
τ ).
We first need a lemma about the group Jpτ .
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Lemma 4.4.13. With the assumptions above, the set Jpτb (Qp) ⊂ G(L) is fixed by σ
n.
Proof. We observe that since τb = λ + νb − σ(νb), Jpτb is the conjugate of Jpλ by p
νb . Since
ZG is trivial, by Lemma 4.4.8, we see that σ
n(νb) = νb, so it remains to check that the points
Jpλ(Qp) ⊂ G(L) are fixed by σ
n. Then Jpλ is an inner form of Mλ¯, the Levi subgroup which
centralizes λ¯, and since pλ is unramified, we in fact have Jpλ = Mλ¯, so the points Jpλ(Qp) are
in fact defined over Qp, and hence fixed by σ
n. 
We now prove Proposition 4.4.12.
Proof. Since Jpτ (Qp) acts transitively on the set of irreducible components of X
b
µ (p
τ ), choose
some h ∈ Jpτ (Qp) such that hg ∈ X
b,x0
µ (pτ ). Since X
b,x0
µ (b) is the closure of Y bνb ∩Grνb , we see
that σn(hg) lies in the closure of Y bσn(νb)∩Grσn(νb). Since νb is fixed by σ
n, then σn(hg) = hσn(g)
lies in Xb,x0µ (b) as well. Hence g, σm(g) lie in the same irreducible component of Xbµ (p
τ ). 
4.5. Reduction of isogenies. We now assume that we have a p-divisible group G /k such that
the Hodge filtration is given by µ−10 , and which satisfies condition (∗). Recall that we defined
condition (∗) as follows.
(∗) There exists a standard Levi subgroup M defined over Qp, and h ∈ G(OK0) such that
b′ := h−1bσ(h) lies in M(L), νb′ is basic in M , and b
′ is G-regular.
Thus, we can apply Proposition 3.4.9 to see that FF = F
ι
N .
4.6. Let K/L be a finite extension and fix a Galois closure K¯ of K, with residue field F¯p. Let G˜
be a GOL-adapted lifting of G to a p-divisible group over OK . By Corollary 3.3.12, there exists
an isomorphism
(4.6.1) TpG˜
∗(−1)⊗Zp OL
∼
−→ D(G˜ )
which takes the tensors sα,e´t to sα,0 and the graded pieces of the Fargues filtration on TpG˜
∗(−1) to
the graded pieces of the Fargues filtration on D(G˜ ). We may take U to be TpG˜
∗(−1) equipped
with the tensors sα,e´t, and the filtration FF on TpG˜
∗(−1); up to modifying the isomorphism
(4.6.1), we can assume that the Frobenius is given by bσ.
Let g ∈ G(Qp). There is a finite extension K
′/K in K¯ such that g−1TpG˜ is GK ′-stable, and
hence corresponds to a p-divisible group G˜ ′ over K ′. Let G ′ = G˜ ′ ⊗ Fp. The quasi-isogeny
θ : G˜ → G˜ ′ identifies D(G˜ ′) with g0D(G ) for some g0 ∈ GL(D(G )⊗Zp Qp).
Moreover, by construction of the isomorphism (4.6.1), there is an isomorphism
TpG
∗(−1)⊗Zp S
∼
−→M(TpG
∗),
that takes sα,e´t to s˜α, induces an isomorphism on the associated graded of the Fargues filtrations
on both sides, and which, by setting u = 0, recovers the isomorphism in (4.6.1).
Let M′ := M(TpG˜
′∗) and M := M(TpG˜
∗), then the quasi-isogeny θ : G˜ → G˜ ′ induces
an identification M(θ) : M(TpG˜
′∗)[1/p]
∼
−→ M(TpG˜
∗)[1/p] so that M′ = g˜M for some g˜ ∈
GL(M[1/p]).
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6.2. We have g˜ ∈M(O
Êur
)gG(O
Êur
).
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Proof. Over O
Êur
there are canonical identifications:
TpG˜
∗(−1)⊗Zp OÊur ≃M⊗S OÊur
TpG˜
′∗(−1)⊗Zp OÊur ≃M
′ ⊗S OÊur
The first (respectively the second) taking sα,e´t to s˜α (respectively s
′
α,e´t to s˜
′
α). Moreover, the
first isomorphism also induces an isomorphism of the graded pieces of the Fargues filtration.
Thus, if we identify TpG˜
∗(−1) with TpG˜
′∗(−1) via g, these isomorphisms differ from the ones
above by elements of M(O
Êur
) and G(O
Êur
) respectively. Since the map
TpG˜
∗(−1)⊗O
Êur
∼
−→ TpG˜
′∗(−1)⊗O
Êur
can
−−→M′ ⊗O
Êur
θ
−→M⊗ Eur
can
−−→ TpG˜
∗(−1) ⊗ Eur
is given by g, we have g˜ ∈M(O
Êur
)gG(O
Êur
). 
Combined with [Kis17, 1.2.18], we have the following theorem
Theorem 4.6.3. We retain the assumptions of (∗). The association g 7→ g0 induces a well
defined map
G(Qp)/G(Zp)→ G(L)/G(OL).
For two choices of 4.6.1 the corresponding maps g 7→ g0 differ by an automorphism of G(L)/G(OL)
given by left multiplication by an element of M(OL). For any g we have g0 ∈ Xυ0(b) and
κ˜G(g0) = κ˜G(g) ∈ π1(G)
Γ. If moreover m ∈M(Qp), we have κ˜M (m0) = κ˜M (m) ∈ π1(M)
Γ.
Let N be the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup associated to ν([b])−1. We also
observe the following corollary:
Corollary 4.6.4. With the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.6.3, consider um, where u ∈
N(Qp), and m ∈ ZM (Qp). Then (um)0 is of the form u0m.
4.6.5. Let D = D(G )[1/p]. Recall that we have the crystalline operator Φcris on L(D), which
restricts to an operator on L(D,µ0), the set of lattices of D(G )[1/p] with Hodge filtration mod
p is given by a conjugate of µ0. Here, we require the integer s in the definition of Φcris, Φe´t to
be a multiple of n, where n is the positive integer associated to νb as described in [Kot85, 4.3].
Since D(G )[1/p] has trivial G-structure, we can let g ∈ Xυ0(b) denote the lattice gD(G ) ∈ L(D).
This defines a bijection L(D,µ0) ≃ Xυ(b).
Lemma 4.6.6. For any x ∈ L(D,µ0), Φ
−1
cris(x) is a finite set.
Proof. We can choose a representative b′ of [b] such that
b′σ(b′)σ2(b′) . . . σn(b′) = nνb′(p)
Thus, the Frobenius F acts on L(D,µ0) ≃ Xυ(b
′) by nνb′(p)σ
n. Moreover, F is a finite map on
L(D,µ0). Thus, (nνb′(p)σ
n)s/n = sνb′(p)σ
s is also a finite map.
Since F ιN is split by ν
−1
b′ , we see that applying Proposition 3.5.11, Φcris acts by the element
sνb′(p), and since σ
s is a bijection on L(D), the lemma follows. 
5. Shimura varieties ShK(G,X)
5.1. Integral Models. We recall the results of Kisin [Kis10] about the construction of integral
models of Hodge type Shimura varieties with hyperspecial level structure at p > 2. Let G be a
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connected algebraic group such that (G,X) is a Shimura datum, with reflex field E, and G is
unramified over Qp. For the rest of this section we assume that (G,X) is of Hodge type.
Let Apf be the ring of finite adeles with trivial component at p. Let K
p ⊃ G(Apf ) be an open
subgroup. Since (G,X) is a Shimura datum of Hodge type we have an embedding of Shimura
datum (G,X) →֒ (GSp(V ),H±) that induces an embedding over E of Shimura varieties
ShK(G,X) →֒ ShK ′(GSp(V ),H
±)
for K = KpK
p, and K ′ = K ′pK
′p, where K ′p ⊂ Kp is a small enough compact subgroup of
G(Qp), and K
′
p = GSp(Λ)(Zp), where Λ is a Zp lattice of V . K
′
p is a hyperspecial subgroup of
GSp(V )(Qp).
ShK ′(GSp,H
±) is the moduli space of triples (A, λ, εpK ′), where A is a polarized abelian
scheme, λ is a polarization of A, and εpK ′ is a section of the e´tale sheaf
εpK ′ ∈ Isom(VApf
, Vˆ p(A)Q)/K
′p,
where Vˆ p(A) = limp∤nA[n] is viewed as an e´tale local system and Vˆ
p(A)Q = Vˆ
p(A)⊗Z Q.
We have a canonical integral model SK ′(GSp,H
±) over Z(p) for ShK ′(GSp,H
±) given by
extending the moduli interpretation to schemes over Z(p). By taking the closure of ShK ′(G,X)
in SK ′(GSp,H
±), we have a model S˜K ′(G,X) of ShK(G,X) over OE,(v), equipped with an
embedding
S˜K ′(G,X) →֒ SK ′(GSp,H
±).
Taking the normalization of S˜K ′(G,X), this gives us a smooth scheme SK ′(G,X) over OE,(v),
which is the canonical model of ShK(G,X). We also define the projective limit
SKp(G,X) := lim←−
Kp
SKpKp(G,X).
Observe that there is a universal abelian scheme h : A → SK ′(GSp,H
±), and by pulling back
to SK(G,X), we have an abelian scheme over SK(G,X). By abuse of notation, we also let
h : A → SK(G,X)
be the universal abelian scheme over SK(G,X).
Moreover, the constructions in [Kis10] also give us e´tale, deRham, and crystalline tensors for
points in SK(G,X). Let us briefly review this construction. Recall that we have an embedding
GZp →֒ GSp(Λ) ⊆ GL(Λ) of group schemes over Zp. Let VZ be the Z-lattice of V such that
VZ ⊗Z Zp = Λ. Write VZ(p) = VZ ⊗ Z(p). Then we have a closed embedding of group schemes
over Z(p)
GZ(p) →֒ GSp(VZ(p)).
Let (sα) ⊆ V
⊗
Z(p)
be tensors such that GZ(p) is the stabilizer of the tensors (sα), where for an
R-module M , we write M⊗ for the direct sum of all tensor products, duals, symmetric and
exterior powers of M .
Let VdR = R
1h∗Ω
• where Ω• is the sheaf of differentials on A . By the de Rham isomorphism,
we can view (sα) as sections (sα,dR) of VdR defined over C. In fact, (sα,dR) are horizontal sections
of V⊗dR defined over OE,(v), which lie in the Fil
0 part of the Hodge filtration.
Similarly, for l 6= p, let Vl = R
1he´t,∗Ql, and let Vp = R
1hη,e´t,∗Qp, where hη denotes the generic
fibre of h. These are e´tale local systems over SK(G,X) and ShK(G,X) respectively. By the
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e´tale-Betti comparison isomorphism, we have sections (sα,l) of Vl defined over C, which are in
fact defined over E for l = p, and OE,(v) for l 6= p.
If T is an OE,(v)-scheme (resp. an E-scheme), x ∈ SK(G,X)(T ), and ∗ = l or dR (resp.
∗ = p), we denote by (sα,∗,x) the pullback of (sα,∗) to T . Similarly, we denote by Ax the
pullback of A to x. Furthermore, note that for l 6= p, since the l-adic rational Tate module
Vl(Ax) is dual (as a Qp vector space) to H
1
e´t(Ax,Ql), we can view the sections (sα,l,x) as sections
of Vl(Ax), which we also denote by (sα,l,x). In this way, we have a section (sα,l,x)l 6=p of the e´tale
sheaf Vˆ p(Ax)Q, and if x corresponds to the triple (A, λ, ε
p
K ′), ε
p
K ′ is in fact a section
εpK ∈ Isom((VApf
, Vˆ p(A)Q)/K
p),
which sends (sα) to (sα,l,x)l 6=p.
Let Sκ denote the special fiber of SK(G,X). Furthermore, suppose that x˜ is a geometric point
of the special fiber of Sκ with residue field k. Consider the crystalline cohomology of the abelian
variety Ax˜, H
1
cris(Ax˜/W (k)). Note that this is canonically isomorphic to the contravariant
Dieudonne´ module D(Ax˜[p
∞]) of the p-divisible group Ax˜[p
∞]. Then via the p-adic comparison
isomorphism, we can construct crystalline tensors (sα,0,x˜) ⊂ H
1
cris(Ax˜/W (k))
⊗.
H1cris(Ax˜/W (k)) is an example of an F -crystal with G-structure over Specκ.
For any geometric point x ∈ Sκ(F¯p), while the p-divisible group Ax[p
∞] and the crystalline
tensors (sα,0,x) depends on some choices made during the construction of SK(G,X), it induces an
F -crystal with G-structure D(Gx) over F¯p which is independent of them. Moreover, [Lov17] (c.f.
[KMPS, Appendix A]) constructed a universal F -isocrystal with G-structure over SK(G,X),
which we denote by D0. D0 specialises to D(Gx) for every x ∈ SK(G,X)(Fp). Moreover, we also
have a section (sα,0) ⊂ D
⊗
0 defined over κ, such that the pull-back to any geometric point x is
the crystalline tensor (sα,0,x) constructed above. If T is a scheme over Specκ, for any x ∈ Sκ,
we denote by (sα,0,x) the pullback of (sα,0) to T .
From the arguments in [Kis10], we have the following proposition
Proposition 5.1.1. Let x ∈ Sκ(k) be a geometric point of Sκ. By construction, we have
tensors (sx,α,0) ⊂ D(Gx)(W (k))
⊗. Then the completion Uˆx of Sκ at x is isomorphic to the
deformation space Spf RG of GW -adapted lifts of Gx.
5.1.2. For any point x ∈ Sκ(Fp), let bx ∈ G(L) be such that the Frobenius on D(Gx) is given
by ϕ = bxσ. bx is determined up to σ-conjugacy by G(OL), we simply choose a representative
here.
We can in fact describe the elements [b] ofB(G) which arise from points on the Shimura variety.
Recall from Section 2.1.2 that attached to the Shimura datum (G,X) we have a dominant
minuscule cocharacter µ. If we choose T ⊂ GZp , then µ is also GW -valued. We set υ = σ(µ
−1).
Note that, for any GW -valued cocharacter µ0 such that µ
−1
0 defines the Hodge filtration on
D(Gx), µ, µ0 must be conjugate. Since µ, µ0 are GW -valued they are conjugate by an element of
G(W ). Hence, if we set υ0 = σ(µ
−1
0 ), we have
b ∈ G(W )pυ0G(W ) = G(W )pυG(W ),
hence [b] ∈ B(G, υ).
5.1.3. For any [b] ∈ B(G, υ), we define the Newton Stratum S
[b]
κ as
S [b]κ = {x ∈ SK(Fp) : [bx] = [b]}.
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This is a locally closed subscheme of Sκ with reduced subscheme structure.
We also have the following result of Lee [Lee18] about the non-emptiness of each Newton
strata, which was generalized in [KMPS] without the condition that G is unramified.
Theorem 5.1.4. Suppose that b ∈ B(G, υ). Then S
[b]
κ is non-empty.
Note that there is a unique [b] ∈ B(G, υ) such that ν([b]) = υ¯, which we refer to as the
µ-ordinary element [bord]. This corresponds to a maximal Newton stratum S
[bord]
κ . We denote
this by S ordκ , and refer to this as the µ-ordinary locus of Sκ, and points as µ-ordinary points.
Let us state a few properties of the Newton stratification.
Theorem 5.1.5 ([Ham17],[Zha15]). Let [b] ∈ B(G, υ). Then
(1) S
[b]
κ is non-empty and of pure dimension
〈ρ, µ + ν([b])〉 −
1
2
def(b),
where ρ denotes the halfsum of positive roots of G, ν(b) denotes the Newton cocharacter
of [b] and def(b) denotes the defect of b.
(2) S
[b]
κ =
⋃
[b′][b] S
[b′]
κ
5.2. Isogeny classes mod p. For any g ∈ Xµ(b), we see that g ·D(Gx) is a Dieudonne´ module.
Hence g ·D(Gx) corresponds to a p-divisible group Ggx which is naturally equipped with a quasi-
isogeny Gx → Ggx, corresponding to the isomorphism g · D(Gx)⊗Qp
∼
−→ D(Gx)⊗Qp. Note that
since g preserves the tensors (sα,0,x), we have tensors (sα,0,gx) := (sα,0,x) ⊂ D(Ggx)
⊗.
We denote by Agx the corresponding abelian variety, which is isogenous to Ax, and canonically
equipped with a K ′-level structure, induced by that on Ax. Moreover, the weak polarization
on Ax induces a weak polarization λgx on Agx. The following result [Kis17, 1.4.4] shows that
(Agx, λgx) induces a point on SK(G,X).
Proposition 5.2.1. There is a unique map
ιx : Xυ(b)→ SK(G,X)(F¯p)
equivariant for the action of the r-th power of the Frobenius, such that (sα,0,x) = (sα,0,ιx(g)) ⊂
D(Ggx)
⊗.
5.2.2. The map ιx in (5.2.1) extends to a G(A
f
p)-equivariant map
ιx : Xυ(b)×G(A
f
p)→ SK(G,X)(F¯p).
We call the image of ιx in (5.2.1), the isogeny class of x.
Fix an embedding of Q¯-algebras L¯ →֒ C. Let x ∈ SK(G,X)(Fp), and x˜ ∈ SK(G,X)(OL¯) a
point lifting x. By [Kis10, 2.2.6] there is an element (h, 1, gpx˜) ∈ X×G(Qp)×G(A
f
p) which maps
to x˜ ∈ ShK(G,X)(C). Attached to (h, 1, g
p
x˜), we have an isomorphism H1(Ax˜(C),Z(p))
∼
−→ VZ(p) ,
and hence an isomorphism TpGx˜
∼
−→ VZp which takes sα to sα,p,x˜. Then we can apply the
construction of 4.6.3, and obtain a commutative diagram
h×G(Qp)×G(A
f
p) SK(G,X)(OL¯)
Xυ(b)×G(A
f
p) SK(G,X)(F¯p)
gp 7→gp,0
ιx
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5.3. Special point liftings. In this subsection, we will recall results from [Kis17, §2] about
liftings to special points up to isogeny. Choose x ∈ Sk(G,X)(k) for some finite field k ⊃ κ.
Then x defines an element b := bx ∈ B(G, υ). Recall that νb is central in Jb.
Theorem 5.3.1. Let T ⊂ Jb be a maximal torus (defined over Qp). Then there exists a cochar-
acter µT ∈ X∗(T ) defined over Q¯p such that
(1) As a GK0-valued cocharacter, µT is conjugate to µ
(2) µ¯TT = ν
−1
b .
Proof. This result is contained in [LR87, §5] (c.f. [Kis17, 2.2.2]). We sketch the proof here. Let
K0 be the field of definition of b, and let T
′ ⊂ T be the maximal Qp-split sub-torus, so that the
centralizer of T ′ is MK0 ⊂ GK0 . Up to σ-conjugation by an element of G(K0), we may assume
that b ∈ MK0(K0). Then T
′ may also be viewed as a subgroup of GQp , so MK0 is defined over
Qp. Moreover, M contains the centralizer of a maximal split torus T2 of GQp .
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical N , such that P = MN . Let
g ∈ Xυ(b). By the Iwasawa decomposition, we may assume that g = nm with n ∈ N(L),m ∈
M(L). Then g−1bσ(g) = m−1bσ(m)n′ for some n′ ∈ N(L). Let υ′ ∈ X∗(T2) with m
−1bσ(m) ∈
(M(L)∩G(OL))p
υ′(M(L)∩G(OL)). Then υ
′ is conjugate to υ = σ(µ−1) inG. We let µT ∈ X∗(T )
be a cocharacter which is conjugate to σ−1(υ′−1) in M . One checks that µT satisfies (1) and
(2). 
Remark 5.3.2. The latter half of this argument can be used to show that the set Ib,µ (defined
in 4.3.1) is non-empty, by taking M to be the standard Levi, and T2 to be the torus T defined
there.
Remark 5.3.3. If b is unramified, we can take Jb to be M[b], the torus T to be the fixed one we
referred to in 4.4, and µT is σ
−1(τ−1) for the representative pτ such that τσ ∈ X∗(T )
+
σ .
5.3.4. µ−1T induces an admissible filtration on D(Gx)K , where K is the field of definition of µT ,
thought of as a GK0 character. From [Kis17, 1.1.19] there is some p-divisible group G
′/k such
that D(G ′) = gD(G ) for some g ∈ Xυ(b) and there is an OK lift of G
′ with filtration given by
µ−1T . We then replace x with ιx(g), and take x˜ ∈ ShK(G,X)(K) lifting x such that the filtration
on D(Gx˜)K is given by µ
−1
T . Up to modifying the choice of torus T , it turns out that x˜ is a
special point. We thus have the following (c.f. [Kis17, 2.2.3] for more details).
Theorem 5.3.5. The isogeny class ιx(Xυ(b) ×G(A
p
f )) contains a point which is the reduction
of a special point on ShK(G,X).
We now consider the case there the point x is µ-ordinary. Let us first recall the results of
[Wor13] and [SZ16] about canonical lifts of µ-ordinary points.
The following result is a reformulation of [Wor13, Prop 7.2].
Lemma 5.3.6. Let [bx] be µ-ordinary. Then up to σ-conjugacy by elements in G(OL), we have
bx = p
υ.
Using this, we can consider the special point lifting G˜x of Gx obtained from the above procedure
such that µ−1T is σ
−1(υ), and we have the following theorem [SZ16, Thm 3.5].
Theorem 5.3.7. Let Gx be the p-divisible group associated to some x ∈ Sκ(F¯p) which is µ-
ordinary. Then G˜x is the unique GOL-adapted lift of Gx to OL, such that the action of Jb(Qp)
on Gx lifts (in the isogeny category) to G˜ . Moreover x˜ is a special point.
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The lift x˜ is known as the canonical lift of x.
Let M be the standard Levi subgroup given as the centralizer of υ˜. Note that in the above
theorem G˜x is also, by construction, the unique MOL-adapted lift of G . Moreover, we have
Jb =M , and an isomorphism
XGυ (b) ≃ X
M
υ (b) =M(Qp)/M(Zp)
of perfect schemes of dimension 0. In particular, we see that all isogenies of Gx lifts to isogenies
of G˜x.
6. The moduli space p− Isog
6.1. Preliminaries. Let T be a scheme over OE,(v), and consider any two points x, y lying
in SK(G,S)(T ). For any geometric point t of T , let xt, yt be the pullback of x, y to t. As
described above, we have l-adic e´tale and de Rham tensors (sxt,α,l) for l 6= p, and (sxt,α,dR)
(respectively (syt,α,l), (syt,α,dR) for yt). Observe that k(t), the residue field at t, could be of
either characteristic 0 or characteristic p. Suppose k(t) is a field of characteristic 0, i.e. it is an
extension of E. Then, we also have p-adic e´tale tensors (sxt,α,p), (syt,α,p). Otherwise, if k(t) is of
characteristic p, it is an extension of κ. Similarly, we have crystalline tensors (sxt,α,0), (syt,α,0).
We define a quasi-isogeny between x, y to be a quasi-isogeny f : Ax → Ay of abelian schemes
over T , such that for any geometric point t, the induced quasi-isogeny ft : Axt → Ayt of abelian
varieties over k(t) preserves all the tensors described above.
We define a p-quasi-isogeny between x, y to be a quasi-isogeny as defined above, such that
the isomorphism on the rational prime-to-p Tate modules f : Vˆ p(Ax)Q
∼
−→ Vˆ p(Ay)Q, induced by
the quasi-isogeny Ax → Ay, respects the prime to p-level structures ε
p
x, ε
p
y, i.e. ε
p
y is given by
the composition
V
Afp
∼
−→
εpx
Vˆ p(Ax)Q
∼
−→
f
Vˆ p(Ay)Q.
In particular, we see that the weak polarizations on Ax,Ay differ by some power of p.
6.1.1. Consider the fppf -sheaf of groupoids p − Isog of p-quasi-isogenies between points on
SKp(G,X). Concretely, for any OE,(v)-scheme T , points of p − Isog are pairs (x, f), where
x ∈ SKp(G,X)(T ), and f is a p-quasi-isogeny f : Ax → Ay, where y ∈ SKp(G,X)(T ). We have
canonical 1-morphisms sending a p-quasi isogeny (x, f) to x (respectively y)
s : p− Isog→ SKp(G,X) t : p− Isog→ SKp(G,X).
Denote by Z the constant sheaf associated to Z on Sch/OE,v , which we can consider as a rigid
stack. To any pair (x, f) we can associate a multiplicator d ∈ Z, defined as follows. If f is an
actual isogeny from Ax to Ay, then d is the non-negative integer such that the degree of f is p
d.
Otherwise, we have an isogeny f ′ : Ay → Ax of degree p
d, and the multiplicator of (x, f) is −d.
The map which takes a p-quasi-isogeny to its multiplicator defines a 1-morphism p− Isog→ Z.
For every global section c of Z we define p− Isogc to be its inverse image, i.e. p-quasi-isogenies
with multiplicator c. Thus, p − Isog is the disjoint union of p − Isogc. We have the following
well-known proposition:
Proposition 6.1.2. The 1-morphisms s, t : p− Isogc → SKp(G,X) are representable by proper
surjective morphisms. Moreover, p − Isogc is a relative scheme over S , and hence p − Isog is
an algebraic stack. Furthermore, the morphisms are finite e´tale in characteristic zero.
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Note that we can also impose level structures on p − Isog. For Kp ⊆ G(Afp), we can define
p − IsogKp in a similar way, by setting K = K
pKp and considering p-quasi-isogenies between
points on SK(G,X) instead. For small enough K
p such that SK(G,X) is a scheme, the
arguments above show that p− IsogKp is in fact also a scheme over OE,(v). In the following, we
always assume sufficient level structure Kp such that p− IsogKp is a scheme, and for notational
simplicity we will simply denote this by p− Isog.
Lemma 6.1.3. p− Isog ⊗ E is equidimensional of dimension 2〈ρ, µ〉.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.1.2, and the fact that dimension ShK(G,X) = 2〈ρ, µ〉. 
Note that composition of isogenies induces a morphism
(6.1.4) p− Isog×SK(G,X)p− Isog
c
−→ p− Isog
that maps any pair of T -valued isogenies f1 : A1 → A2 and f2 : A2 → A3 to f2 ◦ f1.
For any OE,(v) scheme S, let p − Isog ⊗ S denote the base change p − Isog ×OE,(v) S. We
denote Q[p − Isog ⊗ S] by the Q-vector space of irreducible components of p − Isog ⊗ S. If S
is a scheme over E, (6.1.4) gives us a multiplicative structure on Q[p − Isog ⊗ S]. Concretely,
let C,D be irreducible components p − Isog ⊗ S, denote by C ·D the image of C ×SK(G,X) D
under the map c, multiplied by the degree of c. Then since s is finite e´tale in characteristic zero,
dimC ·D = dimC, and hence C ·D defines an element of Q[p− Isog ⊗ S].
6.1.5. Consider the closure J of the generic fiber p− Isog⊗E in p− Isog. We abuse notation
and still denote the special fiber of J by p − Isog ⊗ κ, and the Q-vector space of irreducible
components by Q[p−Isog⊗κ]. Since J is flat over OE,(v), Irreducible components of p−Isog⊗κ
are hence of dimension 2〈ρ, µ〉. We still have proper maps s, t : p− Isog ⊗ κ→ Sκ.
As described above, we have a stratification of Sκ by elements [b] ∈ B(G, υ). Since [b] is
invariant under quasi-isogeny, we can similarly define a stratification of p− Isog ⊗ κ as follows.
p− Isog[b] ⊗ κ := {x ∈ p− Isog ⊗ κ(Fp) : [bs(x)] = [b]}
with reduced subscheme structure. In particular, p − Isog[b] ⊗ κ = s−1(S
[b]
κ ). When [b] is µ-
ordinary, we also denote the associated subscheme by p− Isogord ⊗ κ. Observe that the closure
relations on Sκ induce closure relations on p− Isog ⊗ κ. In particular, we see that
p− Isog[b] ⊗ κ ⊂
⋃
[b′][b]
p− Isog[b
′] ⊗ κ.
For any C ∈ Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ], we define
C [b] = p− Isog[b] ⊗ κ ∩ C.
6.1.6. We can also define a product of irreducible components of p−Isog⊗κ. The multiplicative
structure on Q[p−Isog⊗κ] is more generally given by intersection product. Given two irreducible
components Z1, Z2 of p − Isog ⊗ κ such that the function composition c is finite, the image of
Z1 × Z2 is the (set theoretic) image of Z1 ×Sκ Z2 multiplied by the degree of c.
6.2. Maps from Hecke algebras. Let
f : A1 → A2
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be the p-quasi-isogeny corresponding to an Q-valued point in p−Isog⊗E. Choose isomorphisms
αi : Λ ≃ Tp(Ai), i = 0, 1. Then α
−1
2 ◦ Vp(f) ◦ α1 : VQp → VQp is an element of G(Qp). Its class
τ(f) in Kp\G(Qp)/Kp is independent of the choices involved. Moreover, because we can locally
trivialize the e´tale local systems Tp(Ai), the function τ is locally constant, and hence gives a
well-defined map on irreducible components of p− Isog⊗E.
Thus, we can define a Q-algebra homomorphism
hG : H(G(Qp)//Kp)→ Q[p− Isog ⊗ E]
as the map which takes 1KpgKp to the formal sum of irreducible components C ⊂ p − Isog⊗E
such that τ(C) = Kpg
−1Kp.
Remark 6.2.1. Note that we map Kpg
−1Kp rather than KpgKp to this is a correction of [Wed00],
following the remarks of [Nek18, A4].
6.2.2. Given an irreducible component C ⊂ p − Isog ⊗ E, we can consider the closure C ⊂
p − Isog, and let ∪iCp,i be the special fiber of C , where each Cp,i is an irreducible component.
We thus define a specialization of cycles map S : Q[p − Isog ⊗ E] → Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ], such that
S(C) =
∑
i Cp,i. We let h denote the composition
h : H(G(Qp)//Kp)→ Q[p− Isog ⊗ E]
S
−→ Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ].
6.2.3. Since the Hecke algebra H(G(Qp)//Kp) is commutative, it follows that its image under h
lies in the center of Q[p− Isog⊗κ]. There is another element which lies in the center, namely the
Frobenius section Frob. This was shown by Koskivirta (c.f.[Kos14, Prop. 25]). In particular, this
means that when multiplying the terms in HG,X(Frob), we may freely multiply terms without
worrying about the order of multiplication.
6.2.4. We now show that we can construct a map h¯ from a Hecke algebra to Q[p− Isogord⊗κ].
Consider any geometric point of p− Isogord⊗κ, which gives us a p-quasi-isogeny f : Ax → Ay
of abelian varieties over F¯p, where x, y ∈ Sk(F¯p). This induces a quasi-isogeny of p-divisible
groups over F¯p. To lift f to a p-quasi-isogeny over OL¯, it suffices by Serre-Tate theory to lift the
associated quasi-isogeny of p-divisible groups, which we also denote by f .
From the results in 5.3.7, we see that given a quasi-isogeny f : Ax → Ay there is a unique
lift to an isogeny f can : Acanx → A
can
y over OL, such that A
can
x ,A
can
y are the canonical lifts. Let
M := M[bord]. Consider the p-adic Tate modules Tp(A
can
x ) and Tp(A
can
y ). By construction, M is
the centralizer of υ¯. We can choose isomorphisms α1 : Λ ≃ Tp(A
can
x ), α2 : Λ ≃ Tp(A
can
y ) such
that the map α−12 ◦ f
can ◦ α1 gives a well-defined coset of in Mc\M(Qp)/Mc
Similar to the case over the generic fiber, to each geometric point in p − Isogord ⊗ κ we can
associate an element τ ′ which maps to each point the coset representative in Mc\M(Qp)/Mc.
Such a map is locally constant, by a proof that is almost identical to the proof of [Moo04, Lem
4.2.11].
Proposition 6.2.5. The function τ ′ is constant on irreducible components of p− Isogord ⊗ κ.
Thus, we can define a Q-module homomorphism
h¯ : H0(M(Qp)//Mc)→ Q[p− Isog
ord ⊗ κ]
as follows. h¯ maps 1McmMc to the formal sum of irreducible components C ⊂ p − Isog
ord ⊗ κ
such that τ ′(C) =Mcm
−1Mc.
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h¯ is clearly a map of Q-modules. Note that Q[p − Isogord ⊗ κ] also has the structure of
a Q-algebra given by the map (6.1.4), since s, t are finite flat morphisms when restricted to
p − Isogord ⊗ κ (proof is identical to that in [Moo04, 4.2.2]). With this structure, h¯ is clearly
also a Q-algebra homomorphism. h¯ is related to h in the following way:
Proposition 6.2.6. We have the following commutative diagram
(6.2.7)
H0(G(Qp)//Kp) Q[p− Isog ⊗ E]
H0(M(Qp)//Mc) Q[p− Isog
ord ⊗ κ].
h
S˙GM ord◦S
h¯
Proof. Consider any irreducible component C ⊂ p − Isogord ⊗ κ, and any geometric point on
C. This is a quasi-isogeny between µ-ordinary p-divisible groups G1,G2 over F¯p. Let G˜1 be the
canonical lift of G1, and suppose that the canonical lift of the quasi-isogeny is given by mKp for
some m ∈ M(L). Under the twisted Satake isomorphism S˙GM , the function 1mKp gets mapped
to 1mMc . Thus, we see that the image of the type τ as a Kp-double-coset gets mapped to the
image of the type τ ′, so the diagram commutes. 
6.2.8. For any abelian scheme Ax, consider the relative Frobenius isogeny. In particular, since
the residue field κ is of order pn, there is a Frobenius section of the source morphism s :
p− Isog⊗κ→ Sκ, sending the abelian variety Ax to the n-th power Frobenius map on Ax. Let
Frob denote its image, which is a closed reduced subscheme of p− Isog ⊗ κ. In fact, restricting
to p − Isogord ⊗ κ, it is a union of irreducible components of p − Isogord⊗κ. This allows us to
consider Frob as an element of Q[p− Isogord⊗κ].
We now would like to determine the double coset corresponding to Frob. Let x ∈ S ordκ (Fp).
The lift of the relative Frobenius isogeny is hence given on T ∗p G (−1) by
D(G (p)x ) = gD(Gx)
∼
−→ D(Gx),
where g = (bσ)n(1) = υσ(υ) . . . σn−1(υ)(p) = λσ(λ) . . . σ(λ)(p), where we recall that λ was the
unique dominant Weyl conjugate of µ−1.
Hence, we see that a p-power isogeny f : A1 → A2 of µ-ordinary abelian varieties is isomorphic
to the Frobenius if and only if its type is Mcλ˜
−1(p)Mc. Hence, we see that under h¯, Frob is the
image of 1Mcλ˜(p)Mc . This, combined with the commutativity of the map in (6.2.7) and the result
of Bu¨ltel (2.3.2), gives us the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2.9. Viewing HG,X(x) as a polynomial in Q[p− Isog
ord ⊗ κ] via the morphism
ord ◦ h, the following relation holds:
HG,X(Frob)
ord = 0.
6.2.10. Now, observe that since the µ-ordinary locus is open and dense by the main result of
[Wor13], and s is finite and flat over the µ-ordinary locus, we see that dim p − Isogord ⊗ κ =
dimS ordκ = 2〈ρ, µ〉. Hence, we see that the closure of p − Isog
ord ⊗ κ is the union of some
irreducible components of p − Isog ⊗ κ. However, it is not true that p − Isogord ⊗ κ is dense
in p − Isog ⊗ κ. For instance, this property fails for the Hilbert-Blumenthal modular variety
attached to a totally real field of degree 2 where p is inert (c.f. main result of [Sta97]).
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6.2.11. We would like to determine what possibilities we have for the irreducible components
of p− Isog ⊗ κ which are not contained in the µ-ordinary locus.
Firstly, we want to obtain an upper bound for the dimenision of p − Isog[b] ⊗ κ. Thus, fix
a point x ∈ Sκ(Fp), and let y ∈ Sκ(Fp) be such that there is p-quasi-isogeny f : Ax → Ay.
Note that given Ax, f is entirely determined by the induced quasi-isogeny of p-divisible groups
Gx → Gy, which we know by (contravariant) Dieudonne theory is determined by the induced
map of Dieudonne modules
f : D(Gy)→ D(Gx).
From the previous section, we see that the set of possible p-quasi-isogenies of x is given by the
image of ιx(Xυ(b)). We now apply Theorem 4.1.5. Then, we see that the dimension of Xυ(b),
viewed as a scheme over F¯p, is 〈ρ, µ − ν([b])〉 −
1
2 def(b), hence the dimension of s
−1(x) is less
than or equal to 〈ρ, µ − ν([b])〉 − 12 def(b).
Remark 6.2.12. In fact, following the work of Kim (c.f. [Kim18]) and Zhu (c.f. [Zhu17]), Xυ(b)
is isomorphic to the perfection of the reduced special fiber of the Rapoport-Zink space of Hodge
type M(G,µ, x), and we know that by definition s−1(x) is a subscheme of the special fiber of
M(G,µ, x).
Combining this with Theorem 5.1.5, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2.13. The dimension of p− Isog[b] ⊗ κ is at most
2〈ρ, µ〉 − defG(b).
We thus have the following key proposition. For any geometrically irreducible subset C ⊂
p− Isog⊗κ, we let C [b] denote the intersection of C and p− Isog[b]⊗κ. Since B(G, υ) is a finite
set, there must exist some [b] such that C [b] is dense in C.
Proposition 6.2.14. Let C be any geometrically irreducible component of p − Isog ⊗ κ. For
any [b] ∈ B(G, υ), if C [b] is dense in C, then b must be unramified.
Proof. It is clear that the dimension of any geometrically irreducible component of p− Isog⊗ κ
is 2〈ρ, µ〉, since p − Isog ⊗ E is of dimension 2〈ρ, µ〉. If defG(b) > 0, then the dimension of C
[b]
is strictly less than 2〈ρ, µ〉, so it cannot be dense in C. 
Remark 6.2.15. Remark 4.4.2 implies that if G is split over Qp, then the only unramified element
in B(G, υ) is the µ-ordinary σ-conjugacy class, and hence the µ-ordinary locus is dense in
p− Isog⊗κ. This, combined with the µ-ordinary congruence relation, gives a simple proof of the
congruence relation in the case where G is split over Qp. This extends the main result of [Wed00]
to the Hodge type case. We note that there is a slight difference in the result obtained here
because Wedhorn shows the density result of the special fiber of the full moduli space p− Isog,
whereas here we show the density result of the special fiber of the flat closure of the generic fiber
p− Isog ⊗ E, which may be smaller.
We will refer to geometrically irreducible components C of p− Isog⊗κ such that C [b] is dense
in C as being [b]-dense.
Given any D ∈ Q[p− Isog⊗ κ] and any [b] ∈ A, we define res[b](D) to be the sum of [b]-dense
irreducible components in D.
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7. Proof of Main Theorem
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 1.3. The key idea is to give, for each unramified
[b] ∈ B(G, υ), a factor H[b](x) of the Hecke polynomial which kills the irreducible components
of p− Isog ⊗ κ which are [b]-dense.
7.1. Constructing H[b]. Our first observation is that the factors of HG,X are closely related to
unramified elements in B(G, υ). In particular, we observe that the unramified elements pτ are
exactly the elements which are σ-conjugate to pλ for some λ ∈ Ω(Qp)υ.
Hence, for an unramified σ-conjugacy class [b]=[pτ ] which we fix for the rest of the section,
consider the set
MV(τ) = {λ ∈ Ω(Qp)υ : λ ∈ τ + (σ − 1)X∗(T )}.
We let m be the smallest positive integer such that σnm fixes every element in this set. Choose
λ in MV(τ) such that σni(λ) 6= λ for any i < m.
Moreover, since τ is σ-conjugate to λ, it is also σ-conjugate to β := σ−1(λ) which is a Weyl
conjugate of µ−1. We also observe that σni(β) 6= β for any i < m.
Let Z be the galois orbit of Ω(Qp)µ
−1 containing β. We assume that β¯ is dominant, otherwise
we replace β with conjugate in Ω(Qp), which has the same properties. Then applying Proposition
2.3.7, we see that HG,X(x) has a factor of the form
(7.1.1) H ′[b](x) := x
m − pnm〈ρ,µ−β〉β˜,
where β˜ =
∑nm
i=1 σ(β). However, we only know that this factorization holds over the larger Hecke
algebra H(Mβ˜(Qp)//Mβ˜,c), and so a priori, we do not have a factorization in Q[p − Isog ⊗ κ].
For notational simplicity, we let M := Mβ˜ be the standard Levi subgroup centralizing the
cocharacter β˜. M also centralizes the Newton cocharacter ν([b]).
We can replace β with ω(β) for any ω ∈ Ω(Qp). Taking the product over all such polynomials
defined similarly as in (7.1.1), as in the discussion in (2.3.8), we have a factor H ′′[b](x) of HG,X(x)
in H(G(Qp)//Kp). Via the map S ◦ h, we thus have a factor
H ′′[b](x) ∈ Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ][x]
of HG,X(x), and thus a factor H
′′
[b](Frob) of HG,X(Frob).
For any unramified [b] ∈ B(G, υ), we define an algebra homomorphism
res[b] : Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ][x]→ Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ][x]
such that for any P (x) =
∑
Aix
i for Ai ⊂ p− Isog⊗ κ, res
[b](P (x)) =
∑
A′ix
i, where A′i is the
sum of irreducible [b′]-dense components of Ai, for [b
′]  [b].
We will show the following lemma. Let H ′′[b](x) denote res
[b](H ′′[b](x)).
Lemma 7.1.2. The coefficients of H ′′[b](x) are µ-ordinary dense.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists some unramified [b′] which is not µ-ordinary,
such that some coefficient C of H ′′[b](x) is [b
′]-dense. We will assume that C is a geometrically
irreducible component. Let
s : C → Sκ
be the restriction of s to C. Note that the image of s is closed and irreducible, since C is
irreducible and s is proper. We will show that there is an open subset U ⊂ C such that s|U is
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finite. This shows that we must have
dimC ≤ dimS [b
′]
κ < dim p− Isog ⊗ κ,
a contradiction to the assumption that C is a top dimensional irreducible component of p −
Isog ⊗ κ. Since s is a proper map, the dimensions of the fibers of s are upper-semicontinuous.
Hence, if we can find some x in the image of s such that s−1(x) is a finite set, then we can
conclude that there is an open subset U ⊂ C such that s|U is finite.
Since C is [b′]-dense, we must have dim s(C [b
′]) = dimS
[b′]
κ . Since s(C) is closed, irreducible,
and contained in S
[b′]
κ , we see that s(C) must contain an irreducible component of S
[b′]
κ . Let
x ∈ S
[b′]
κ (Fp) lie in the image of s.
We fix some b1 ∈ [b
′] such that νb1 is dominant, defined over Qp, and b1 ∈ Mb1 . Observe
that in particular b1 satisfies the condition (∗), defined in (3.4.7). Let g ∈ Xυ(b1) such that
bx = g
−1b1σ(g). We let y = ιx(g
−1). Let Y ⊂ Xυ(b1) be the irreducible component which
contains the element g. Then s(C [b
′]) must also contain ιy(Y ). By Corollary 4.3.4, if we let
M ′ := M[b′], since the map X
G
υ (b1) 7→
∐
υ′ X
M ′
υ′ (b1) is a bijection on irreducible components,
there exists some m′ ∈ M ′(L) such that m′Kp ∈ Y , and in particular z = ιy(m
′) lies in the
image of s. z will be the geometric point we choose to make the argument above. Note that by
construction, bz satisfies the conditions (∗) as well.
As a polynomial with coefficients in H(G(Qp)//Kp), write
H ′′[b](x) =
∑
i
Aix
i,
where Ai ∈ H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q). By the Iwasawa decomposition, we can further write
Ai =
∑
j
1ui,jmi,jKp
where ui,j ∈ N(Qp),mi,j ∈ M
′(Qp), where P = NM
′ is the standard parabolic subgroup
associated to β˜−1, and N is the unipotent radical of P . Moreover, under the twisted Satake
homomorphism S˙GM ′ , we see that H
′′
[b](x) maps to H˜
′′
[b](x) ∈ H(M
′(Qp)//M
′
c)[x], where
H˜ ′′[b](x) =
∑
i
Bix
i,
and
Bi =
∑
j
1mi,jM ′c.
In particular, since H ′′[b](x) is the product of polynomials of the same form as (7.1.1), we observe
that the terms mi,j above are the products of powers of p
β˜ and its conjugates under the relative
Weyl group Ω(Qp). Hence, all mi,j are central in M[b]. Note that by construction, we must have
[b′]  [b], and hence M ′, the centralizer of ν([b′]), is a subgroup of M . Thus, the terms mi,j are
also central in M ′.
Now, let G := Gz be the p-divisible group over Fp associated to z. By definition, if (z, f) ∈
s−1(z), f must be given as the reduction of a quasi-isogeny G˜ → G˜ ′ induced by the isomorphism
TpG˜
∗(−1)
∼
−→ ui,jmi,j · TpG˜
∗(−1) = TpG˜
′∗(−1),
for some GOL-adapted lift G˜ of G , and some i, j.
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We now observe that since bz satisfies condition (∗), by Corollary 4.6.4, regardless of the
GOL-adapted lift G˜ , since mi,j lies in the center of M
′, we will have mi,j,0 = mi,j. Additionally,
we have (ui,jmi,j)0 = ui,j,0mi,j, for some ui,j,0 ∈ N(L) which depends on the choice of lift G˜ .
Moreover, since the set of ui,j is finite, by Proposition 3.5.9 there is some sufficiently large k
for which all the terms Φke´t(ui,j) are equal for all i, j. From Proposition 3.5.5, we thus see that
Φke´t(ui,j) = Φ
k
cris(ui,j,0),
is independent of i, j, and by Lemma 4.6.6, Φcris is a finite map on Xυ(b1), hence we see that
the set of all possible ui,j,0 is finite. Thus, the set of possible f is finite, as we desired. 
7.1.3. Since the coefficients of H ′′[b](x) are all µ-ordinary-dense, we see that it is equal to its
image resord(H ′′[b](x)). Let Mord be the centralizer of the Newton cocharacter ν([b
ord]), where
[bord] is the µ-ordinary element in B(G, υ). By the commutativity of (6.2.7), if we have a
factorization of H ′′[b](x) in H(Mord(Qp)//Mord,c), then we have a factorization of H
′′
[b](x) (or
more precisely, a factorization of the restriction to the µ-ordinary locus) in Q[p− Isogord⊗κ][x].
Since Mord ⊂ M , we define H[b](x) ∈ Q[p − Isog ⊗ κ][x] to be the (closure in p − Isog ⊗ κ) of
h¯(H[b](x)).
7.1.4. Let D be the closure of h¯(β˜) ∈ Q[p− Isogord⊗κ]. For any µ-ordinary p-divisible group G
over Fp, quasi-isogenies lying in D are quasi-isogenies G → G
′ such that the map on Dieudonne´
modules is given by
D(G )
∼
−−−→
·β˜(p)
β˜(p) · D(G ) = D(G ′).
Consider the section q : S
[b]
κ → p− Isog⊗κ of the map s, mapping x ∈ S
[b]
κ (Fp) to the pair
(x, f), such that f is the quasi-isogeny given as follows. For [bx] ∈ B(G, υ) such that [bx]  [b],
(note that [bx] is not necessarily unramified), we choose a representative b
′ ∈ [bx] such that
b′ ∈Mb′ , and νb′ ∈ (X∗(T )⊗Q)
+. Such a representative exists by [CKV15, 2.5.2]. Let g ∈ G(L)
be such that g−1b′σ(g) = bx. We take f to be the p-quasi-isogeny given by Gx → Gg′x, where
g′ = g−1pβ˜g. Observe that g′ ∈ Xυ(bx) because p
β˜ is central in Mb′ ⊂M .
Since Dord is dense in D, we thus observe that the restriction of D to p − Isog[b] ⊗ κ, the
subscheme of p− Isog⊗κ consisting of isogenies between points with σ-conjugacy class [b′]  [b],
must be the sum of irreducible components in the image of this section q.
Proposition 7.1.5. Let C be a geometric irreducible component of p−Isog⊗κ which is [b]-dense.
Then we have
H[b](Frob) · C = 0.
Proof. Since H[b](Frob) = Frob
m − pnm〈ρ,µ−β〉D, we want to show that
Frobm · C = pnm〈ρ,µ−β〉D · C.
We now consider any pair (x, f) which lies in C [b], such that f is a p-quasi-isogeny between x
and y for some y ∈ Sκ. Then the image of (x, f) under multiplication by Frob
m is the pair
(x, f1), where f1 is the composition
Gx → Gy → Ghy,
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where h = byσ(by) . . . σ
nm−1(by). The image of (x, f) under multiplication by D is the pair
(x, f2) such that f2 is the composition
Gx → Gy → Gh′y,
where h′ = g−1pβ˜g, where g satisfies g−1b′σ(g) = by, where b
′ ∈ [by] is as in (7.1.4). One such
possibility is b′ = pβ.
We now wish to show that h, h′ lie in the same irreducible component of Xυ(by). Assuming
this holds, we now explain how to prove the proposition. Let D˜1 be the underlying subscheme
of Frobm ·C, and similarly for D˜2 the underlying subscheme of D ·C. Since both (Frob
m)[b],D[b]
are finite over S
[b]
κ , we see that both D˜1, D˜2 are [b]-dense. Hence, we want to show D˜1
[b]
= D˜2
[b]
.
If both h, h′ lie in the same irreducible component of Xυ(by), then the quasi-isogenies f1, f2 lie
in the same irreducible component of Y ⊂ Xυ(bx). Since D˜1 is [b]-dense, for dimension reasons
s−1(x) must contain (x, f) for all f ∈ Y . Thus, we see that (x, f2) also lies in D˜1. Since this
is true for any (x, f) ∈ C [b], we have D˜1
[b]
⊃ D˜2
[b]
. A similar argument shows D˜2
[b]
⊃ D˜1
[b]
.
Now, it remains to check that the degrees match. Observe that since ν([b]) = β¯, the dimension
of Xυ(b) is 〈ρ, µ − β〉. Hence, we see that the restriction of s to (Frob
m)[b] is finite of degree
pnm〈ρ,µ−β〉. The restriction of s to D[b] is finite of degree 1. Hence, we have
Frobm · C = pnm〈ρ,µ−β〉D · C.
Finally, we show that h, h′ both lie in the same irreducible component of Xυ(by). We first show
that h, h′ lie in the same connected component of Xυ(by). Let M be a standard Levi subgroup
of G such that (M, b′) is HN-indecomposable. We have
h = g−1b′σ(b′) . . . σnm−1(b′)σnm(g).
Transporting h, h′ to Xυ(b
′), since pβ˜ = b′σ(b′) . . . σnm−1(b′) ∈ Jb′ , we see that we need to show
that g, σnm(g) lie in the same connected component. By Theorem 4.2.2, we are reduced to
showing that σnm(cb′,υ) = cb′,υ, since κ˜M (σ
nm(m)) = σnm(κ˜M (m)). By the construction of β,
we see that cb′,υ = κ˜M (β(p)), which is clearly invariant under σ
nm because β is.
By (4.2), we see that to show h, h′ are in the same irreducible component, we are reduced
to showing that had, h
′
ad lie in the same irreducible component of X
Gad
υ (by,ad). Hence, we may
assume G is adjoint, so that ZG is trivial.
Let b ∈ ∪λ∈τ+(σ−1)X∗(T )MVυ(λ) be such that g ∈ X
b
υ (b
′). We replace b′ with pτb , where τb
is as defined in (4.4.7). Let g′ be such that g′−1pτbσ(g′) = by. Then we also have g
′ ∈ Xbυ (p
τb).
Observe that since τb is dominant, we must have
τb + · · ·+ σ
nm−1(τb) = β + · · ·+ σ
nm−1(β),
since τb = β¯, and both τb and β are fixed by σ
nm. Thus, we see that to show h, h′ lie in the
same irreducible component of Xυ(by), we are reduced to showing that g
′, σnm(g′) lie in the
same irreducible component of Xbυ (p
τb). This follows from Proposition 4.4.12. 
7.2. Key vanishing result. Using the previous results, we can now show the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2.1. For any unramified [b] ∈ B(G, υ), let H
[b]
G,X(x) be the polynomial with coeffi-
cients in Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ] given as the image of HG,X(x) under res
[b] ◦ h. Then
H
[b]
G,X(Frob) = 0,
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where Frob is the Frobenius section of p− Isog ⊗ κ.
Proof. We show this by induction on [b], under the reverse of the partial order in B(G, υ).
We already know this holds on the µ-ordinary locus, so suppose that for all [b′] ≻ [b], the
analogous result is true. Note that by an inclusion-exclusion principle sum, this implies that
H
≻[b]
G,X(Frob) = 0, where H
≻[b]
G,X(Frob) is the sum of all [b
′]-dense terms, where [b′] ≻ [b].
By (7.1.3), H
[b]
G,X(Frob) admits a factorisation
H
[b]
G,X(Frob) = res
[b](H ′′[b](Frob)R
′(Frob)) = H ′′[b](Frob)·res
[b](R′(Frob)) = H[b](Frob)P (Frob)
for some P (Frob), all of whose irreducible components are [b′]-dense for [b′]  [b]. Moreover,
H[b](Frob) is µ-ordinary dense. Consider the difference
H
[b]
G,X(Frob)−H
≻[b]
G,X(Frob) = H[b](Frob)P (Frob)−H[b](Frob)P
′(Frob)
where P ′(Frob) is the restriction to the [b′]-dense irreducible components of P (Frob), for [b′] ≻ [b].
Then P (Frob)− P ′(Frob) ∈ Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ] must be [b]-dense, by definition. Hence, we have
H
[b]
G,X(Frob)−H
≻[b]
G,X(Frob) = H[b](Frob) · C,
for some [b]-dense C. Applying Proposition 7.1.5 above, we can conclude that H
[b]
G,X(Frob) −
H
≻[b]
G,X(Frob) = 0, and hence
H
[b]
G,X(Frob) = 0.

Theorem 7.2.1 clearly implies Theorem 1.3, since we have the vanishing result for all unram-
ified [b] in B(G, υ).
7.3. Passage to cohomology. We record here the method to get from the congruence relation
on the level of algebraic cycles (Theorem 1.3) to the congruence relation on e´tale cohomology
(Theorem 1.2).
We first note that by the main result of [MP19], there exists a smooth projective toroidal
compactification of SK(G,X), and hence by proper base change there is a canonical GalE-
equivariant isomorphism
(7.3.1) H ie´t(ShK(G,X)E¯ ,Ql)
∼
−→ H ie´t(SK(G,X)κ¯,Ql).
Moreover, the action of H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q) on the left naturally extends to an action on the right.
Given any algebraic cycle C in Q[p− Isog ⊗ κ], we see that the image of C under the map
p− Isog ⊗ κ
s,t
−→ SK(G,X)κ ×SK(G,X)κ
defines a correspondence on SK(G,X)κ, with an induced action on cohomology. Since the
congruence relation holds in Q[p−Isog⊗κ], it also holds in the ring of algebraic correspondences
Corr(SK(G,X)κ,SK(G,X)κ). We thus have the relation on H
i
e´t(SK(G,X)κ¯,Ql), and thus,
via the isomorphism above, the congruence relation on H ie´t(ShK(G,X)E¯ ,Ql). This in fact holds
with Ql replaced by any e´tale sheaf V over SK(G,X), since we have a similar isomorphism as in
(7.3.1) with Ql replaced with V, see [LS18, Thm. 6.7]. A similar argument holds for compactly
supported cohomology H ie´t,c(ShK(G,X)E¯ ,V).
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In the case of intersection cohomology of the Baily-Borel compactification, we know, also
from [MP19], that there is a projective normal model S minK (G,X) over OE,(v) of the Baily-Borel
compactification of ShK(G,X). Moreover, here we can apply [LS18, Thm. 6.7] as well, and we
have an isomorphism of e´tale intersection cohomology groups
IHi(XE¯ ,Ql)
∼
−→ IHi(Xκ¯,Ql).
The same result also holds if we replace the intersection complex of ShK(G,X) with the sheaf
(j!,∗(V[n]))[−n], where j : ShK(G,X) →֒ Sh
BB
K (G,X), n = dimShK(G,X), and V is an auto-
morphic λ-adic sheaf.
Since SK(G,X)κ is open and dense in S
min
K (G,X)κ, we are reduced to showing that the
congruence relation in Corr(SK(G,X)κ,SK(G,X)κ) implies, after taking closure of algebraic
cycles, the congruence relation in Corr(S minK (G,X)κ,S
min
K (G,X)κ). To see this, let C ⊂
ShK(G,X) × ShK(G,X) be an algebraic correspondence corresponding to the action of some
double coset 1KpgKp ∈ H(G(Qp)//Kp,Q), and C the closure of C in S
min
K (G,X)×S
min
K (G,X).
The boundary components SminK (G,X)\SK(G,X) consists of (flat integral models of) Hermit-
ian symmetric domains, and over E, the induced left action of g ∈ G(Af ) on the boundary
gives a finite correspondence on the boundary. Thus, if we let C ′ be the restriction of C to
SK(G,X)×SK(G,X), we observe that C \C
′ is of dimension strictly less than dimSK(G,X),
since this is true over the generic fiber. Hence, we see that C ′κ is dense in Cκ. Thus, taking closure
allows us to conclude that we have the congruence relation in Corr(SminK (G,X)κ,S
min
K (G,X)κ),
as desired.
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